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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the Kremlin’s connections with think tanks, universities, and research institutions in Russia, Europe and the United States and its co-optation of Russian and Western experts into the pool of proxy communicators for the Putin regime. The author details how Kremlin-linked Moscow-based think tanks design new ideological doctrines for the Russian government and how various Kremlin sympathizers promote pro-Kremlin propaganda narratives in the West. The author studies the role of Russian intelligence services and Russian institutions of soft power in the design and implementation of the present-day strategies of knowledge weaponization and ideological subversion. The study also looks at the attempts of pro-Kremlin oligarchs to translate academic philanthropy into political access. The paper argues that Western governments and academic institutions should officially acknowledge the threat posed by Russia’s subversive information warfare, step up efforts to expose Russia’s network of agents within Western academia, and adopt mechanisms to safeguard professional integrity and due diligence processes.
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1. Introduction

“Disinformation makes up 90 percent of today’s warfare. You no longer need to bomb cities. It is enough to bomb the brains out.”
Oksana Zabuzhko1

“Concepts and practices moved from east to west. Russia in the 2010s was a kleptocratic regime that sought to export the politics of eternity: to demolish factuality, to preserve inequality, and to accelerate similar tendencies in Europe and the United States.”
Timothy Snyder2

There is no shortage of evidence that Russia’s3 capacity to weaponize information, create confusion, and spread fake news constitutes a serious challenge to Western liberal democracies.4 In 2016, the European Parliament recognized that the Russian government has been “aggressively employing a wide range of tools and instruments, such as think tanks and special foundations ... to challenge democratic values, divide Europe, gather domestic support and create the perception of failed states in the European Union’s eastern neighborhood.”5

The critical element of Moscow’s present hybrid warfare against the West is informational warfare, defined here as a comprehensive and concerted state-sponsored influence campaign designed to steer social debate, hijack political, social and media narratives, and distort information context in order to influence decision-making in international organizations and countries around the world in a way that would validate and accommodate the interests of the ruling Russian kleptocracy.

Moscow’s opaque connections with European and American research institutions, and its co-optation of Western experts into the pool of Kremlin proxy communicators, have demanded scrutiny ever since the New York Times inaugurated the debate on the transformation of think tanks into agents of foreign influence.6 The Kremlin’s ties to Western academia are hard to trace and even more difficult to prove, but systematic and meticulous investigation can help reveal the true scope of Russia’s hybrid warfare against the West while offering recommendations for counteraction.

The Kremlin’s strategy of engaging a subversive Western influence network to promote its agenda has finally become a matter of concern for national security practitioners in Europe and America. For example, Estonia’s Foreign Intelligence Service chief recently acknowledged that there is a network of politicians, journalists, diplomats and businesspeople operating in his country as agents of Russian influence.7

---

1 “Oksana Zabuzhko: Segodnya ne nuzhno bombit’ goroda, dostatochno razbombit’ mozgi” (In Russian) (“Oksana Zabuzhko: You no longer need to bomb cities, it is enough to bomb brains”), Apostrophe, April 18, 2017: https://apostrophe.ua/article/society/culture/2017-04-18/oksana-zabuzhko-segodnya-ne-nujno-bombit-goroda-dostatochno-razbombit-mozgi/117377/
3 Throughout this paper, the terms Russia, the Kremlin, and Moscow are used to refer to the Russian government under President Vladimir Putin.
4 See, for example, Douglas E. Schoen and Evan Roth Smith, Putin’s Master Plan to Destroy Europe, Divide NATO, and Restore Russian Power and Global Influence, (New York and London: Encounter Books, 2016).
Leading Kremlin watchers have already taken initial steps towards analyzing Moscow’s attempts to engage the international expert community in its information warfare campaign. The present analysis is strongly influenced by these preceding efforts. It also draws on exclusive research data obtained from eleven reputable experts, each of whom took part in an expert survey conducted by the European Values Think-Tank in July 2018. This study is also based on a wide range of open-source materials and numerous face-to-face interviews with international experts, civil society organizations, journalists and researchers.

This report concludes that the Russian government pursues a coherent and well-coordinated “knowledge weaponization” strategy that has five inter-related components:

1) engagement of Kremlin-linked Russian think tanks in the design of domestic and international communication strategies for the Putin regime;

2) establishment of influence centers abroad, which operate as think tanks, academic Russian study centers, cultural centers, various associations of Russian-speaking immigrants, etc.;

3) use of private, typically oligarch-sponsored, actors to promote the Kremlin’s interests in the West;

4) reliance on Russian intelligence in the Kremlin’s information warfare and infiltration of other countries through the network of agents of influence;

5) pursuit of a deliberate policy of employing Russian state or oligarch-controlled media as multipliers, promoters and/or validators of pro-Kremlin narratives and messaging.

Combined, these efforts have led to the rise of the new phenomenon of “hybrid analytical,” which we define here as the process of design, development and promotion of various pseudo-academic narratives by duped or manipulated bona fide intellectuals, academics and think tank experts or political “lobbyists in disguise,” whose vested interests have been recruited through the global network of the Kremlin-linked operatives with an aim to support and accommodate the international or domestic agenda of the Putin regime, and which result in demolition of factuality, disinformation, intentional misinterpretation of events, undermined trust in expertise, and overall pollution of the policymaking and public debate environment.

First, the present analysis identifies how the Russian expert and think tank community legitimizes and preserves Vladimir Putin’s grip on power by developing the necessary intellectual fodder and policy recommendations for Russian state officials, public experts and the media. All of Russia’s leading state-owned think tanks have close ties to the ruling elite and are coordinated either from the Presidential Administration, the State Duma, the ruling United Russia party, or the Russian Foreign Ministry.  

---


6 The Kremlin Watch Expert Opinion Poll “Western Think Tanks and Russian Interests,” July 2018, https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1WEj0D0Z59FP2b1i62kDrFSkvk1UhsC334Eeckg8Uw/edit

7 This conclusion is also supported by the report by Carolina Vendell Pallin and Susanne Oxenstierna, “Russian Think Tanks and Soft Power,” FOI – Swedish Defense Research Agency, August 2018, https://www.foi.se/rapportsammanfattning?reportNo=FOI-R--4451--SE
Second, the Russian state, with its intimate linkages between the government and powerful business actors, has infiltrated social and political debates in the West and obtained closer access to its elites by opening its own think tanks in Europe and America (e.g., the Dialogue for Civilizations Institute in Berlin, the Institute for Democracy and Cooperation in Paris, and the Center of Global Interests in Washington D.C.).

Third, Russian “soft power” organizations – e.g., Rossotrudnichestvo, the Russkiy Mir Foundation, and the Gorchakov Fund – have established numerous centers of Russian studies at European and American universities to promote Russia’s cultural diplomacy and broaden the network of Kremlin sympathizers within Western academia. This effort is supplemented by the Kremlin’s international PR platforms, such as the Valdai Discussion Club and the Gorchakov Fund’s “Dialogue for the Future” conference.

Fourth, various oligarchs with well-established links to the Kremlin, including M. Fridman, P. Aven, V. Vekselberg, A. Mordashov, V. Yakunin, V. Alekperov, A. Usmanov, V. Yevtushenkov, L. Blavatnik and others, have poured millions of dollars into Russian “soft power” instruments, Western think tanks and universities. Their dual objective is to strengthen the Kremlin’s positions internationally as well as protect their personal business interests in light of the growing crisis in U.S.-Russia and EU-Russia relations. The regime’s kleptocratic consensus and symbiosis with the oligarchs allows President Putin to use their business empires as extensions of the Russian government and engage non-state vehicles to promote state policies through seemingly “independent”, “objective”, “non-affiliated” and “credible” agents of influence.

Fifth, several Western think tanks have started following pro-Kremlin narratives or become involved in direct political lobbying on behalf of the Russian state. The Kremlin actively fosters partnerships with Russia sympathizers within academic institutions and think-tanks, but goes after its critics and ideological opponents. In 2018, a Russian group affiliated with the Russian government attempted to hack into the computers of the Hudson Institute, a conservative Washington think tank active in investigations of corruption in Russia, as well as those of the International Republican Institute (IRI).

Sixth, the professional background of Russian experts and CEOs of various Kremlin-linked Russian think tanks indicates their extensive ties to Russian intelligence: namely, the Soviet Committee for State Security (KGB), the present-day Federal Security Service (FSB), and the Main Foreign Intelligence Directorate of the Russian Defense Ministry (GRU). In 2016, the Russian Institute for Strategic Studies was implicated in efforts to subvert Western democracies and provide the intellectual framework and rationale for Russia’s interference in the 2016 U.S. presidential election.

---

11 See pages 22-25 and 41-42 of this report.
Seventh, the recent arrest of alleged Russian spy Maria Butina\textsuperscript{15} shows that the scope of Russian espionage may be much larger than previously believed. Despite abundant evidence that Russian intelligence has been recruiting students and professors since Soviet times,\textsuperscript{16} some Western universities, sensitive to their finances and global relationships, have largely ignored this threat.\textsuperscript{17}

The Russian authorities assertively nurture and rely upon the aforementioned networks of Kremlin agents within the Western establishment. The rector of the Moscow State Institute of International Relations (MGIMO), Anatoly Torkunov, recently acknowledged that his university serves as an "important channel of Russia’s unofficial political dialogue with many countries"\textsuperscript{18} and that MGIMO’s think tank Eurasian Strategies, which provides analytical services to Russian state and non-state sectors, actively engages the global network of MGIMO alumni in solicitation of information, guidance and promotion of Russian interests abroad.\textsuperscript{19}

In short, as political expert Lilia Shevtsova has noted, we are presently dealing with four groups of actors who collectively advance pro-Putin narratives:

"These are the Russian experts who scream that the epoch of the West is over and that America ... should not be reckoned with. These are Western leaders ([Gerhard] Schroeder, [Silvio] Berlusconi, [Nicolas] Sarkozy, [Jacques] Chirac, and others), who whispered into the Russian president’s ear what he wanted to hear. These are European leaders (for example, Hungarian Prime Minister [Viktor] Orban), who learned how to exchange pro-Kremlin rhetoric for gratuitous Russian assistance. These are Western intellectual gurus, journalists and other public figures, who, for Russian money, seek to convince the world that Russia has every right to feel hurt and is perfectly entitled to break windows in someone else’s house."\textsuperscript{20}

The unexpected conclusion of the present study is that European and American sanctions against Russia have not only considerably restrained and impeded Russia’s international contacts at the political level, but have simultaneously created additional professional opportunities for Russian and Western intellectuals. At the background of Russia’s deteriorating relations with the West, they suddenly found themselves at the very heart of “track II diplomacy” efforts. Russia’s invitations to the Valdai Club, as well as its generosity and first-class hospitality, have proved hard to decline. To a significant degree, Russia is testing the Western intellectual community and its ability to resist the Kremlin’s many temptations and co-optation strategies.

The mutation and proliferation of think tanks, along with the noticeable corrosion of ethical standards in Western academia, have thus resulted in the phenomenon of Putinverstehers – i.e., a growing number of pro-Kremlin communicators, sympathizers and lobbyists who often provide the apologetic excuse “we must deal with them in order to understand them” (or vice versa) to justify their attendance and active involvement in Russian agitprop fora. Some even present their pro-Russian biases and outright academic opportunism as a new form of intellectual heroism or martyr leadership against the backdrop of overwhelming international “hostility” towards Russia.

\begin{footnotesize}
\item[19] ibid.
\item[20] Lilia Shevtsova, “Vlyapalis’” (in Russian) (We got into trouble), Ekho Moskvy, August 14, 2018, https://echo.msk.ru/blog/shevtsova/2258916-echo/
\end{footnotesize}
The following infographic illustrates the network of Russian and Western academic/research institutions that collectively promote pro-Kremlin propaganda narratives.

**Chart 1. The Kremlin’s Web of Hybrid Analytica**

Although there can be no one-size-fits-all prescription for how to meet the challenges posed by Russian disinformation, here is a summary of our recommendations on combatting Russian “hybrid analytica”:
We call on Western governments:

- to officially acknowledge the threat posed by Russia’s hostile subversive information warfare, which strives to undermine our democratic and liberal values while manipulating our governments and societies by means of distorting truth on an industrial scale;

- to re-focus financial support for Russia-related academic programs from culture and history to in-depth analysis of Russia’s authoritarianism, kleptocracy and corrupt practices, such as state-sponsored propaganda and information warfare, militant foreign policy, violations of international law, and abuse of human rights;

- to issue special recommendations to their institutions of education and research, urging them to temporarily refrain from cooperation and acceptance of financial donations from Russian “soft power” organizations like Rossotrudnichestvo, the Russkiy Mir foundation, and the Gorchakov foundation.

We call on Western education and research institutions:

- to adopt mechanisms safeguarding the integrity of their policies and practices, including a temporary freeze on cooperation programs with Russia and screening of its financing;

- to update their due diligence rules with respect to receipt of (supposedly) private funding from Russia, making it more transparent and ethical to prevent any forms of malign Russian influence through Kremlin-friendly oligarchs. Updated due diligence policies should include a verification procedure conducted by independent and credible third-party watchdogs that focuses on the Kremlin’s strategies of subversion. The due diligence process should be based on a close study of Russian language sources and not be limited to superficial reviews of the activities of potential donors to Western academic institutions.

We call on Western civil society and the expert community:

- to step up efforts to expose Russia’s network of agents of influence by monitoring academic and research institutions to reveal propaganda content disguised as scholarly debates, and investigate further the extent and implications of connections between the Western expert community and the Kremlin;

- to pay special attention to media outlets that publish analytical Russia-related content that whitewashes the Kremlin, promotes Moscow’s propaganda narratives and policy objectives. The sources of funding and political/business affiliations of such outlets, as well as Western contributors, who legitimate and promote soft forms of pro-Russian propaganda, require continuous scrutiny;

- to be vigilant and mindful of covert Russian intelligence activities, remembering that FSB traditionally targeted Western journalists and scholars at forums, conferences, festivals, and sporting events held in Russia to recruit them as agents of influence23. Decisions regarding attendance of conferences, roundtables and other events held in Russia must take into account awareness of likely attempts by the Russian secret services to place Western participants in various compromising situations.

2. Kremlin Expert Propaganda from Suslov to Surkov

2.1. Why Do Think Tanks Matter?

For most of the twentieth century, think tanks were a primarily Western phenomenon. Established by governments or private donors to generate alternative policy recommendations and shape decision-making on important issues, think tanks have traditionally operated on the principles of freedom of conscience and scholarly research. In general, they serve to promote social and political values while also seeking to contribute to a more nuanced understanding of various political, social or economic issues.22

Until the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia had no tradition of independent think tanks. Under the Soviet regime, there was no alternative to the dominant communist ideology and zero tolerance for free political thinking. The expert and analytical roles were performed by various state-funded and Communist Party-controlled research institutions or departments, which operated within the Communist Party committees, the Soviet bureaucracy, the KGB or the State Planning Committee (Gosplan).

The first independent think tanks appeared in Russia during the perestroika years and shortly after the fall of the Soviet Union. The most well-known of these included the Levada Center (established in 1987), the Gorbachev Foundation (established in 1992), and the Yegor Gaidar Institute for Economic Policy (established in 1990). During Boris Yeltsin’s presidency, Western governments and private donors actively supported the development of independent think tanks and nonprofit organizations in Russia in an attempt to aid the country’s democratization process. These efforts have witnessed serious disruption with Vladimir Putin’s accession to power. The 2012 “foreign agents” law landed a major blow against Russian civil society and the think tank community.23

While the Kremlin tightened control over independent think tanks and nonprofits, it simultaneously created new opportunities for experts employed at Russian state research agencies. The March 2011 decree of President Dmitri Medvedev changed the status of the Russian Institute for Strategic Studies (RISS)24 and transferred its jurisdiction to the Presidential Administration.25 In 2016, President Putin appointed Mikhail Fradkov, former Prime Minister of Russia (2004-2007) and ex-director of the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service (2007-2016), as RISS director. Similarly, in August 2015, the Institute of World Economy and International Relations of the Russian Academy of Sciences (IMEMO) was renamed as the federal state budget research institution “The Primakov Institute of World Economy and International Relations” to underscore its status as a government-controlled institution.26

Large-scale opposition protests after the fraudulent 2011 parliamentary and 2012 presidential elections in Russia convinced the Putin regime to intensify its propaganda efforts in order to prevent the mere possibility of a color revolution in Russia. The Kremlin appeared to throw funds at these efforts to establish new, less academic and more propaganda-oriented think tanks to produce research materials, articles and media messaging in support of the new ideological doctrine of the Russian state.

---

23 The law required nonprofit organizations that received foreign donations to register as “foreign agents.” The bill was introduced by United Russia and signed into law by President Putin. It was criticized both in Russia and internationally as a violation of human rights and as being designed to counter opposition groups. The word “foreign agent” in Russian has strong associations with Cold War-era espionage. See The Law “On Amendments to Legislative Acts of the Russian Federation regarding the Regulation of the Activities of Non-profit Organisations Performing the Functions of a Foreign Agent,” State Duma of the Russian Federation, http://asozd2.duma.gov.ru/main.nsf/%23SpravkaNew%297OpenAgent&RN=102766-6802.
24 The Russian Institute for Strategic Studies, https://risss.ru
26 The Institute of World Economy and International Relations of the Russian Academy of Sciences, https://www.imemo.ru
The regime also employed numerous experts, journalists and creative intelligentsia as its communicators and legitimizers. This marked the beginning of the Kremlin’s gradual taming of Russian think tanks and their forced transformation into mouthpieces for the regime.

Putin’s “ideologists-in-chief” – Vladislav Surkov (Putin’s personal aid), Vyacheslav Volodin (currently speaker of the Russian Duma, former deputy chief of Presidential Administration), and Dmitri Peskov (Putin’s press secretary and deputy head of his Presidential Administration) – are minor present-day versions of Mikhail Suslov, the former Communist secretary for ideology, who spent forty-four years in the Kremlin masterminding Soviet propaganda campaigns.27 Following in the footsteps of Suslov’s concept of “developed socialism”28 (which used thousands of empty words to explain why communism was nowhere in sight fifty years after the 1917 revolution), Putin’s cronies now concoct their own “alternative realties” and look for any plausible arguments to justify Russia’s “unique historical mission.” Instead of asking what should be done to make Russia a healthy democracy and help the country overcome enduring social injustices, Moscow’s propagandists are busy answering the question of what makes Russia so uniquely unfit for independent courts, free elections, a government free of corruption, and peace with its neighbors.

2.2. The Kremlin’s Neo-Conservative Doctrine

The Kremlin’s answer to this riddle took the form of the new ideological doctrine of “sovereign democracy” (democracy without the rule of law, democratic values or the separation of power), which then evolved into the Russian “neo-conservatism doctrine,” featuring the following elements:29

1) promotion of the concept of the superiority of Russians and the Russian state compared to other nations, and the glorification of Russia as the world’s leading defender of “true” Christianity, morality, family and other conservative values;

2) revisionism of Russian/Soviet history and whitewashing of Soviet leaders, including Joseph Stalin; denial of Moscow’s responsibility for mass crimes committed against the Russian people as well as other nations of the USSR and abroad, particularly the 1932-33 genocide against Ukrainians; glorification of Russia’s role in the World War Second victory over Nazi Germany and silencing the role of other nations in this success;

3) denial of Russia’s responsibility for international aggression, including the war in Georgia in 2008 and the subsequent occupation of parts of its territory, de-facto occupation of parts of Moldova, and the ongoing undeclared war against Ukraine which has so far resulted in the illegal annexation of Crimea and the military occupation of Ukraine’s eastern territories;

---

27 Appointed in 1948, Suslov supervised all propaganda-related departments within the Central Committee of the Soviet Communist Party (CPSU) until his death in 1982. In addition to CPSU’s departments for ideology, propaganda, culture, academia, the media, youth, and international relations, Suslov controlled the Ministry of Culture, Ministry of Education, the Soviet Army’s political directorate, the State media and publishing committee, as well as all leading Soviet journals, newspapers, and professional unions of creative intelligentsia.


4) dehumanizing Ukrainians; bashing Ukraine’s culture and language; promoting narratives of fascist revival and anti-Semitism in Ukraine; misrepresenting Ukraine’s current government as a Western puppet committed to neo-Nazi ideologies; discrediting Ukraine’s post-Euromaidan reforms as incompetent; portraying Ukraine as a “failed” and “corrupt” state that is not worthy of Western support;

5) blaming the West for the Cold War and portraying Western sanctions against Russia as a return to a “morally bankrupt” and “unjust” “Cold War mentality”;

6) criticism of the West for the “loss of its moral compass” and “degeneracy”; mocking Western concepts of human rights and democracy; accusing the West of double standards;

7) hyperbolic focus on the West’s economic and political troubles, which are misrepresented as inherent societal failures; support for anti-establishment groups and radical rightist and leftist ideologies in Europe and North America which are often misrepresented as legitimate voices speaking on behalf of whole societies;

8) criticism of Western institutions for their seeming inability to react to new global challenges, such as international terrorism and migration, in order to undermine their credibility and standing;

9) obstruction of European integration; revival of divisive lines within Europe based on ethnicity, culture, religion, and history; support for separatism in targeted Western states.

2.3. Moscow-Based Think Tanks as Promoters of Russian Neo-Conservative Doctrine

The United Russia party played a leading role in the design of the Kremlin’s “neoconservatism” doctrine. In 2012, it opened two think tanks – the Center for Socio-Conservative Politics (CSKP)30 and the Institute for Socio-Economic and Political Studies (ISEPS)31 – to produce the requisite analytical and ideological grounds of the Putin regime. The latter was led by Dmitri Badovsky, who previously served as deputy head of the Presidential Administration’s Domestic Politics unit.32

On the eve of the 2016 Duma elections, ISEPS opened a subsidiary think tank, Rethinking Russia (RR), to spread United Russia’s political propaganda to international audiences.33 Reports produced by RR have extensive reach and specifically target Western experts and journalists. For example, the report titled “Russia’s Political System Between State Duma Electoral Campaigns of 2011 and 2016” was sent to 6,000 Western journalists and experts.34 The think tank was even supposed to have an office in Brussels.35

Yan Vaslavskiy, an MGIMO graduate and most likely Vyacheslav Volodin’s protégé, served as its director until 2016. Vaslavskiy became chief of the Duma Secretariat’s analytical department soon after

31 ISEPI Fund, www.isepr.ru/about/guide
32 Ibid.
33 Rethinking Russia, http://rethinkingrussia.ru/
Volodin left the post of Russian Presidential Administration Chief and was appointed as Speaker of the Russian Duma. 36 Aleksandr Konkov, former advisor to the executive director of the Aleksandr Gorchakov public diplomacy fund, replaced Vaslavsky at Rethinking Russia.37

The Kremlin’s adventurist foreign policy agenda is mainly developed and upheld by the Council for Foreign and Defense Policy, the Russian International Affairs Council (RIAC), the Foreign Policy think tank and Eurasian Strategies. All Kremlin-linked foreign policy think tanks have deep ties to the Russian secret services and thus perform both analytical and intelligence functions for the Kremlin and the Russian Foreign Ministry.

The Council for Foreign and Defense Policy38 was established in the early 1990s by Vitaliy Shlykov – an officer in the Main Intelligence Directorate (GRU) and deputy defense minister under Boris Yeltsin. The Council is presently led by its honorary chairman Sergey Karaganov and executive chairman Fedor Lukyanov, also editor-in-chief of the Russia in Global Politics journal39 and research director of the Valdai Discussion Club.

Karaganov is a dean of the elite Moscow College National Research University – Higher School of Economics and advisor to Vladimir Putin’s Presidential Administration. He is the author of the so-called Karaganov Doctrine, which is the Kremlin’s strategy to rely on Russian-language speakers in the so-called “near abroad” (former Soviet republics) as the prime guarantors of Moscow’s political and economic influence over its neighbors.40 Karaganov’s answer to the question of “how to win the Cold War?” is to encourage Russia “to build up its propaganda capacities.”41

The Council works closely with the Presidential Administration, Russia’s Foreign Ministry, the Defense Ministry, and other related state agencies. In 2017, it received personal praise from Vladimir Putin, while Foreign Minister Lavrov underscored its ability to “generate new ideas and ensure they find reflection in public opinion, which, to a certain extent, it [the Council] forms by itself.”42

The Council’s Supervisory Board features several Kremlin-linked business figures and state officials. These include Andrey Bezrukov – a retired Russian intelligence officer and advisor to Rosneft president Igor Sechin; Andrey Bagrov – deputy CEO of Norilskiy Nikel (led by Putin’s cronny Vladimir Potanin); Sergey Brilev – deputy director of the state-owned TV channel “Rossiya”; Vyacheslav Nikonorov – executive director of the Russkiy Mir Foundation; Yuriy Kabaladze – a former KGB official and deputy dean of the MGIMO’s International Media department; and MGIMO’s vice rector Yevgeniy Kozhokin.43

The Russian International Affairs Council (RIAC)44 was established in 2010 by Dmitri Medvedev’s Presidential Decree, and co-founded by the Foreign Ministry and the Education and Science Ministry of the Russian Federation. Its director, Andrey Kortunov, is a former deputy chief of the Russian Institute

36 “Dotsent usilit apparat,” (in Russian) [Associate professor will strengthen the apparatus], Gazeta.ru, March 9, 2018, https://www.gazeta.ru/politics/2017/03/09_a_10566641.shtml
38 The Council for Foreign and Defense Policy, www.svo.ru
39 Russia in Global Politics, https://www.globalaffairs.ru/
for U.S. and Canadian Studies. RIAC’s board of trustees features several high-ranking Russian government officials including: Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, Executive Director of the Gorchakov Foundation Leonid Drachevskiy, aid to President Putin Andrey Fursenko, MGIMO rector Anatoliy Torkunov, and Sberbank President German Greff. The Council’s Presidium is co-led by oligarch Petr Aven, former Russian foreign minister Igor Ivanov, Putin’s press secretary Dmitri Peskov, deputy foreign minister Dmitry Morgulov and Fedor Lukyanov.45

The Kremlin’s foreign policy doctrine is also supported by several analytical think tanks within MGIMO. The Foreign Policy think tank46 was opened by MGIMO’s associate professor Andrey Sushentsov. In 2017, it received a “mega grant” from the Russian government to work on large-scale research projects in the field of foreign policy.47 That same year, Sushentsov and MGIMO rector Anatoliy Torkunov opened yet another think tank, Eurasian Strategies,48 to consult for the Russian government and businesses. The Eurasian Strategies advisory council includes the aforementioned Yan Vaslavskiy and journalist Yevgeniy Primakov – grandson of the late Russian foreign minister Yevgeniy Primakov, who also serves on the Advisory Board of Sergey Karaganov’s Council for Foreign and Defense Policy.

Although the number of think tanks in present-day Russia may create the illusion of competing views and alternative visions, a closer look reveals that they consist of a rather narrow circle of propaganda narrative creators who are simply wearing different hats as either “experts”, “CEOs” or “board members” in various Kremlin-linked organizations. As Table 1 illustrates, Lukyanov has positions at four seemingly unrelated institutions, while MGIMO rector Torkunov features in six organizations.49

**Table. 1. Inter-Connectedness of Moscow-based pro-Putin Think Tanks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>Valdai Discussion Club</th>
<th>Editorial Board “Russia in Global Politics”</th>
<th>RIAC</th>
<th>Council for Foreign and Defense Policy</th>
<th>Russkiy Mir Foundation</th>
<th>Gorchakov Fund</th>
<th>Eurasian Strategies</th>
<th>Foreign Policy Think Tank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fedor Lukyanov</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sergei Karaganov</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anatoliy Torkunov</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vyacheslav Nikonov</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yevgeniy Primakov</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Igor Ivanov</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konstantin Kosachev</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anatoliy Sushentsov</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

46 Foreign Policy think tank, [http://www.foreignpolicy.ru](http://www.foreignpolicy.ru)
49 Compiled by the author based on the analysis of websites of all listed organizations.
Interestingly, many Kremlin-linked experts and foreign policy professionals receive invitations to engage with the West as representatives of “liberal,” “reasonable” or even “democratic” Russia and as unofficial channels for dialogue with the Kremlin. Yet, the principal difference between the Russian and Western intellectual communities is that the first operates under authoritarian rule and by nature has fewer independent voices. One cannot reasonably expect an honest or trustworthy account from people living under Kremlin control and whose main task is to promote the Kremlin agenda.

Kremlin-linked experts, just like the Russian state media, are “hired guns” — mercenaries in the Kremlin’s propaganda war against the West. They can never truly influence the regime or genuinely engage in serious criticism of the system, because their primary duty is to serve the interests of the regime. Professional options that are available to Russia experts at the present moment are limited to one of the following three: 1) serve the regime and prosper; 2) be servile, quiet and unknown, 3) speak up and face repression.

Therefore, the dilemma for the Western academic community is how to “study Russia without engaging in contacts and exchanges that would ultimately compromise [North America’s and] Europe’s normative integrity and legitimize the Kremlin’s discourses, which are formulated elegantly and aimed at [North American and] European consumption”.50

---

3. The International PR Platforms of the Putin Regime

3.1. The Valdai Discussion Club

In 2004, the Kremlin established the Valdai Discussion Club to deliver “independent and objective” [emphasis added] scholarly analysis of political, economic, and social developments in Russia and the world. It is the Kremlin’s international public relations platform that allows President Putin (who has attended all the Valdai Club’s meetings since its founding), to educate the West on Russia’s moves.

The Valdai was co-founded by two think tanks – the Council on Foreign and Defense Policy and the Russian International Affairs Council — and two academic institutions — the Moscow State Institute of International Relations (MGIMO) and the National Research University — Higher School of Economics. The Club has several wealthy partners, including Severstal (owned by Aleksey Mordashov, 2nd richest Russian, $18.7 bln), Alfa Bank (owned by Mikhail Fridman, 8th richest Russian, total assets $15.1 bln); Renova Charity Foundation (owned by Viktor Vekselberg, 9th richest Russian, $14.4 bln) and Metalloinvest (owned by Alisher Usmanov, 10th richest Russian, $12.5 bln).51

The Valdai is led by Andrey Bystrytskyi – the former director of information programs at the Russian state TV channel “Rossiya” and director of the Russian state international radio broadcaster “Golos Rossiis”.52 Its academic director, Fedor Lukyanov, also sits on the presidium of the Russian International Affairs Council. Lukyanov is a regular guest on major Russian TV channels which are known to be subject to government content control and censorship. In the last two years, he gave three primetime one-hour interviews to Russian journalist Vladimir Pozner. In April 2018, they addressed the subject of the growing propagandistic nature of Western media and the “pitiful condition” of the West. Europe, as Lukyanov put it, has “lost its independence” while the United States increasingly resembles the Coen Brothers’ grotesque movie “Burn after Reading” that shows a “world led by [American] imbecility and paranoia.”53

The Valdai truly serves as a soft power façade for the Putin regime with “a definite whiff of Potemkin in the air”.54 It offers its participants the opportunity to meet with Putin and become acquainted with a variety of the country’s regions.55 Since its founding, 1,000 representatives of the international scholarly community have attended the conference from 63 countries,56 as well as numerous leading politicians and public figures, including: Wolfgang Schüssel, former Chancellor of Austria (2000-2007); Romano Prodi, former Prime Minister of Italy (1996-1998, 2006-2008); Dominique de Villepin, former Prime Minister of France (2005-2007); Volker Rühe, former German Defense Minister (1992-1998); François Fillon, former Prime Minister of France (2007-2012); Franco Frattini, former Italian Foreign Minister (2008-2011); Ján Čarnogurský, former Prime Minister of Slovakia (1991-1992); and Václav Klaus, former President of the Czech Republic (2003-2013).57

Year after year, the Kremlin serves the same ideological menu to its guests by criticizing the West and praising Russia’s “uniqueness.” It is indeed puzzling that so many Western scholars continue attending the Valdai, just like “puppets in the Kremlin’s theater to make Putin look good,”58 and ignoring the

52 Valdai Club Staff, http://ru.valdaiclub.com/about/staff/
55 The first year the Valdai Club was held in Valdai, near Velikiy Novgorod, followed by Tver, St. Petersburg, Khanty-Mansiisk, Kazan, etc.
56 The Valdai Club states that debates were attended by professors from universities including Harvard, Columbia, Georgetown, Stanford, the University of London, Johns Hopkins, the London School of Economics, King’s College London, Sciences Po and the Sorbonne.
57 “What is Valdai?” The Valdai Discussion Club, http://ru.valdaiclub.com/about/valdai/
fact that their presence, listening, nodding, and silent acceptance of messages delivered by Kremlin-appointed speakers is later used to legitimate the regime and its actions.\(^\text{59}\)

The Valdai Discussion Club is a platform where Western experts are charmed and ideologically captured by the Kremlin. The variety of publications and information materials, produced by Western and Russian experts after attending the Valdai conference, create a great deal of additional “informational noise” around Russia and bolster the illusion of the Kremlin’s global presence and vast influence.

The Valdai is also a platform through which the Kremlin disseminates its propaganda messages on an industrial scale. First, the Valdai speakers (carefully selected by the Kremlin) present their arguments at the event. Then, the same messages are picked up and repeated almost verbatim by Western experts in their articles or public interviews in European and American media. Later, the Russian state media quotes a Western expert, without mentioning that he or she was simply reporting the Kremlin’s message heard at the Valdai. The positions of Western scholars are typically presented as independent opinions, thus legitimizing the Kremlin’s narratives and policies. As soon as the statement is dispatched and immediately shared by thousands of Russian social media trolls, the pro-Kremlin narrative has come full circle in the disinformation cycle.

### 3.2. The Gorchakov Foundation’s “Dialogue for the Future” Conference

The Valdai Discussion Club is supplemented by another international PR platform, the “Dialogue for the Future” conference, launched by the Gorchakov Foundation in 2011. It brings together international journalists, political scientists, and think tank representatives from the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) and the Baltic states. The event is devoted to the discussion and analysis of Russia’s foreign policy. In 2014, the Gorchakov foundation “broadened the geography” of participants and invited representatives from from Iran, Turkey and China, as well as from the unrecognized political entities of Abkhazia and South Ossetia (de-facto Russia-occupied territories of Georgia) and Transnistria (de-facto Russia-occupied territory of Moldova).

The participants of the “Dialogue for the Future” conference traditionally meet with Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov. In 2017, the conference was opened by Franco Frattini, Italy’s Foreign Minister of the Berlusconi cabinets of 2002-2004 and 2008-2011.\(^\text{60}\)


4. Moscow’s Ideological Subversion Agencies

4.1. Rossotrudnichestvo, the Russkiy Mir Foundation, the Gorchakov Fund

In addition to strengthening its think tank propaganda narratives and creating high-level international PR platforms, the Kremlin established three “soft power”61 organizations to deliver its propaganda messages to the West. These three organizations rely on a mix of covert and overt “active measures” to serve the Kremlin’s agenda, and thus effectively function as ideological subversion agencies.62

The Rossotrudnichestvo, the Russkiy Mir Foundation and the Gorchakov Fund were established between 2007 and 2010 by Dmitri Medvedev’s presidential decrees. Their annual budgets total €5.12 million (the Russkiy Mir Foundation), €40 million (Rossotrudnichestvo, to be increased to €110 million by 2020) and €660,000 (the Gorchakov Fund).63 The Russkiy Mir Foundation and Rossotrudnichestvo are based in Moscow but have representative offices in the EU.

On the eve of the 2012 presidential elections, Putin proposed to increase Russia’s academic and cultural presence in the world because “the promotion of culture, not imperialism, the export of education and culture, not guns or political regimes, could help create more favorable conditions for Russian goods, services and ideas.”64 Table 2 summarizes the features and operational focus of these three agencies of soft power. Numerous Russian oligarchs officially joined the Board of Trustees of the Gorchakov Fund, which may indicate that they also provided financial support to the institution or its activities.

Table 2. The Russian Federation’s Institutions of Ideological Subversion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Leader and Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rossotrudnichestvo</strong> – established in 2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operates under the Russian Ministry Foreign Ministry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- operates in 81 countries;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- has 98 representative offices;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- manages 74 Russian centers of science and culture in 62 countries,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- has 24 staffers serving at Russian Embassies in 22 countries65;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- supports the study of the Russian language and Russian education services; extends cooperation with universities; coordinates youth projects and short-term study visits to Russia.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eleonora Mitrofanova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://rs.gov.ru">http://rs.gov.ru</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Russkiy Mir Foundation</strong> – established in 2007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operates under the Russian Foreign Ministry and Education Ministry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- relies on public and private funds;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- promotes Russian language and Russia’s national heritage abroad.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vyacheslav Nikonov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://russkiymir.ru/en">https://russkiymir.ru/en</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

61 While some have argued that the term “soft power” is inapplicable in the case of Russia, since the Kremlin uses cultural diplomacy as an instrument of hybrid warfare, we use the term here for the sake of explanatory expedience. See for example: Marius Laurinavičius, “Weaponizing Kleptocracy: Putin’s Hybrid Warfare,” 11.


65 All figures taken from the official website of Rossotrudnichestvo. Last checked on August 13, 2018, Source: About Rossotrudnichestvo: http://rs.gov.ru/ru/about
The Russian Mir foundation is led by Vyacheslav Nikonov – a grandson of Vyacheslav Molotov, the Soviet Foreign Minister who signed the Nazi-Soviet Pact in 1939 that delineated the spheres of interest between Germany and the Soviet Union and opened the way to their joint invasion of Poland. Nikonov’s father served at the NKVD (Soviet secret service) and then as editor-in-chief of the propaganda journal The Communist. During Soviet times, Nikonov was a staffer at the CPSU Central Committee, ultimately rising to the level of division chief in its Ideology Department. In 1991, he served as an assistant to Vadim Bakatin, the last Soviet KGB Chief. Elected to the Russian State Duma in 1993, Nikonov became the Chairman of the Duma’s Subcommittee for International Security and Arms Control.68

The Gorchakov Fund actively advances cooperation between young Russian and foreign scholars. It regularly organizes various conferences within the framework of its flagship programs like the Security Academy, the Balkan Dialogue, the Baltic Dialogue, the Diplomatic Dialogue for Young Specialists, the Caucasian Dialogue, the Caspian Youth School, and the School on Central Asia.69 The Gorchakov Fund has also opened its Friends’ Club to continue cooperation with the numerous alumni of its research and educational programs, mostly comprising representatives of NGOs and universities in the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS countries), the Baltic States and southeastern Europe.70

In 2018, the Gorchakov Fund financially supported the Youth Patriotic Forum “Donuzlav-2018” in the Russian-occupied Crimean village of Novoozerny near Yevpatoria. The camp aims to “raise youth in the spirit of patriotism, love and devotion to their Motherland, with the desire to study national history, towards unification of brotherly nations of historical Russia while building the modern Eurasian Union”71 – a description that thinly veils the objectives of Russian neo-imperialism.

In addition to state-run cultural diplomacy organizations, in 2010 the Russian government set up the GONGO "Creative Diplomacy" (PICREADI).72 Based in Moscow and led by an MGIMO graduate, it positions itself as an academic research center and NGO working in the field of Russia’s public diplomacy system. PICREADI promotes annual face-to-face debates during its Meeting Russia conference that brings representatives of American and European think tanks and the media to Russia.73 The participants receive the unique opportunity to meet with senior Russian officials and top political experts, including the Russian State Duma and the Foreign Ministry. PICREADI also organizes a public debate competition named after Sergey Kortunov, the late brother of RIAC’s President, Andrey Kortunov.74

---

66 The information about the Gorchakov Fund’s Board of Trustees is available at: https://gorschakovfund.ru/about/
69 https://gorschakovfund.ru/projects/
72 Center for Support and Development of Public Initiatives, http://picreadi.com/
73 Center for Support and Development of Public Initiatives, http://picreadi.com/meeting_russia/
74 Foreign Policy Debates named after Sergey Kortunov, http://fpdebates.tilda.ws
4.2. The Russkiy Mir Centers in Europe

The Russkiy Mir foundation focuses on youth exchanges and promotion of academic ties with Western universities. MGIMO rector Anatoliy Torkunov once stated that academic diplomacy was also part of Soviet propaganda: “the USSR for a long time used higher education as a geopolitical tool and as an ‘ideological weapon’ at the time of confrontation and the Cold War, long before the term ‘soft power’ was coined.”\(^7^5\)

The Russkiy Mir Foundation runs 41 centers of Russian culture in EU member states, including 27 centers at EU universities (see Table 3). The largest number of centers was opened at universities in the United Kingdom, Italy, Hungary, and Poland, followed by Austria, Belgium, the Czech Republic, Latvia, and Romania.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Name of University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Russian Center at Innsbruck University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Russian Center at Salzburg University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Center for Russian Studies at University of Leuven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Center for Russian Language and Culture and the University of Mons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>Russian Center at Varna Free University “Chernorizets Hrabar”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>University of Plovdiv &quot;Paisii Hilendarski!&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>Masaryk University, Brno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>University of West Bohemia, Pilsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>Eötvös Loránd University Budapest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>Debrecen University Russian Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>University of Pécs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Milan University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Pisa University Russian Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>L’Orientali University, Naples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>Daugavpils University Russian Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>The Baltic International Academy (Private university)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>Lithuanian University of Educational Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Russian Center at the University of Groningen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Russian Center at the University of Krakow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Lublin University Russian Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Wroclaw University Russian Center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


\(^7^6\) The Russkiy Mir Foundation, Catalogue of Russkiy Mir Centers https://russkiymir.ru/rucenter/catalogue.php
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>Center of Russian Studies Coimbra University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>Bucharest Economic Academy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>Babes-Bolyai University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Russian Center at the University of Granada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Edinburgh University Dashkova Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>St Antony’s College Russian studies program, University of Oxford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>The Russkiy Mir Center Durham University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Russian cultural centers abroad also serve as hubs for Kremlin intelligence gatherings. In 2013, the Rossotrudnichestvo office in Washington D.C. found themselves at the center of a diplomatic scandal when the FBI opened an investigation against its former director Yuri Zaitsev. U.S. officials suspected that the Russian government-run cultural exchange program in America’s capital was clandestinely recruiting students as possible intelligence assets and using cultural events for the purposes of intelligence gathering. For the past 12 years, the program has paid about 130 Americans to visit Russia, who often stayed in luxury hotels and met with Russian government officials.

In Europe, the program has so far avoided associated criminal investigations, and enjoyed success by allowing Moscow to attract Russia sympathizers from Western academia. This effort to expand the network of the Kremlin’s agents of influence was supported by several oligarchs, who prioritized “investments” into British academic institutions to acquire higher social status and networking opportunities in London’s higher society (see section 6 of this report).

4.3. Russian Soft Power in the United Kingdom: Where Business Meets Academia

The Putin regime uses a number of soft power tools in order to improve its image in the UK, including public and cultural diplomacy, well-equipped Kremlin-aligned print- and broadcast-media outlets, Christian Orthodoxy, a raft of cultural and linguistic programs, political allies on the left and right, and expert academic and policymaking communities.

The prioritization of academic ties with academic institutions in the UK has a number of political and business reasons. In 2016, at least 70 Russian companies were listed and traded on the London Stock Exchange, while British real estate and luxury goods attracted many Russian businesspeople. Thus, the promotion of Russia’s soft power by strengthening academic ties between Russian and UK universities was part of Russia’s strategy to improve its image in the UK and to protect the business interests of financial moguls loyal to the Kremlin.

The Princess Dashkova Russian Centre was established at the University of Edinburgh in 2010 with £240,000 of funding from the Russkiy Mir Foundation. The Center was personally opened by its

---


78 Ibid.


80 Ibid., 5.

director, Vyacheslav Nikonov. Two years later, the University of Edinburgh awarded Nikonov an honorary doctorate.82

Interestingly, the University also invested £636,638 in shares of Russia’s Sberbank, which was later sanctioned by both the United States and the European Union.83 The Kremlin’s propaganda effort in Scotland did not stop there. Russian media company Sputnik established an office in Edinburgh to provide the Scottish people with “alternative angles on stories, views and backgrounds that they might not necessarily get from anyone else” – a typical Russian euphemism for disinformation.84

In April 2012, the Russkiy Mir Foundation unveiled the Russian studies program at the University of Oxford.85 The opening ceremony was attended by the Russian ambassador to Britain, Alexander Yakovenko, and Alexey Gromyko, director of the Russkiy Mir European program and grandson of the Soviet foreign minister Andrey Gromyko. In February 2014, just one month before Russia’s illegal annexation of Crimea, the Russkiy Mir Foundation supported a seminar at Oxford’s St. Antony’s College tellingly titled “Cultural Memory in Sevastopol – Ukraine’s City of Russian Glory.”86

In April 2013, the Foundation paid an additional £85,000 to Durham University to open the Russkiy Mir Sergey Averintsev Centre – an interdisciplinary research center to “communicate the riches of Russian civilization to the general public.”87 The Center took its name after Russian biblical scholar and cultural historian of the late Soviet era, Sergey Averintsev, who studied the “spirituality of the past” and “spirituality of the future” and “reversed the relation between politics and culture in the minds of many intellectuals.”88

The British media started questioning the Russkiy Mir Foundation’s links to British universities amid wider scrutiny of the Russian government’s efforts to meddle in Western politics.89 It urged the University of Edinburgh to strip Nikonov of his honorary doctorate “in light of the rise of an increasingly authoritarian government in Russia.”90 In response, the University stated that it has “no plans” to withdraw the degree, but will “continue to monitor events closely.”91 Duncan Hames, Director of Policy Transparency International UK stressed that “prestigious UK institutions – like the University of Edinburgh – should be aware of the broader consequences of doing business with companies and individuals which represent a high money laundering and corruption risk... Universities in particular are a target for this type of activity and should conduct thorough due diligence on those with whom they have commercial or philanthropic relationships.”92

---

82 Honorary Graduates, Annual Review 2011/12, University of Edinburgh, https://www.ed.ac.uk/about/annual-review/1112/honorary
86 Oxford University, “Cultural Memory of Sevastopol – Ukraine’s City of Russian Glory,” http://www.rees.ox.ac.uk/cultural-memory-sevastopol-ukraines-city-russian-glory
87 The Russkiy Mir Center, Durham University, https://www.dur.ac.uk/russkiymircentre/
88 Sergey Sergeevich Averintsev, Durham University, https://www.dur.ac.uk/russkiymircentre/sergeiaverintsev/
91 Ibid.
4.4. Russia-Italy-Crimea: Where Politics Meets Culture

The Kremlin has also made considerable investments into Italian cultural and educational institutions. The Russkiy Mir Foundation opened three centers of Russian culture there, at the University of Milan, the University of Pisa, and L’Orientale University in Naples (see Table 3). Professor Oksana Pakhlyovska has observed:

"The Russkiy Mir foundation, [economic] crisis in Russia irrespective, stays focused and works hard. Even reputable [Italian] intellectuals 'stand in line' to receive 'Putin's money', because Europe’s financial crisis hit universities rather hard. Professors of Russian history get [financial] possibility to hold conferences, publish books, organize student exchanges and such opportunities are simply unavailable for experts in Slavic studies."93

In 2014 – the year of Russia’s annexation of Crimea – the academic council of Ca’ Foscari University in Venice made a unanimous decision to award the infamous Russian minister of culture Vladimir Medinsky – who, among many other heinous views, supports the revival of the cult of Stalin – the title of honorary professor in acknowledgement of his academic work and role in developing Russian culture.94 226 Italian academics and intellectuals wrote an open letter in protest of this decision, stating that “universities should support free research, and not a culture that serves a political regime.”95 Similarly, Russian scholars warned that giving an award to one of the most infamous figures of Russian contemporary cultural policy would damage the university’s reputation.96

Due to this scandal, Medinsky cancelled his visit to the University. The university’s then-vice rector, Silvia Burini, was forced to fly to Moscow to give the award to Medinsky in person.97 Burini currently serves as director of the Ca’ Foscari University’s Center for the Study of Russian Art (CSRA).98 It has been argued that the decision to award Medinsky was probably influenced by the generosity of the Russian government.99 The CSRA was opened on March 6, 2011 by Svetlana Medvedeva, president of the Russian Foundation for Socio-Cultural Initiatives and wife of the then-Russian President Dmitri Medvedev.100

In addition to the Russian government, Russian oligarchs also actively support Russo-Italian partnership in cultural sphere. In 2017, Italian President Sergio Mattarella awarded Russian billionaire Alisher

---

93 “Oksana Pakhlyovska: V Itali praktychno nemaye lideriv gromadyans’koi dumky, yaki b adekvatno rozpovidaly ukrainsku story,” (in Ukrainian) (Oksana Pakhlyovska: In Italy there are virtually no public opinion leaders, who would actively promote the Ukrainian story), Glavkom, December 1, 2016, https://glavkom.ua/interviews/oksana-pahlovskova-v-italii-val-antiukrajinskoji-literaturi-jiji-leytmotiv-kijivska-hunta-vchinila-genocid-385760.html
94 Anna Abalkina, “Khronika polucheniya Vladimirovi Medinskih pochetnogo zvaniya Ca’ Foscari Honorary Fellow” (in Russian) (The chronicle of awarding Vladimir Medinsky with the Honorary Fellow title of Ca’Foscari University), Troitskij variant, October 18, 2016, https://trv.science.ru/2016/10/18/khronika-polucheniya-medinskikh-ca-foscari-honorary-fellow/
99 Il Centro Studi sulle Arti della Russia dell‘Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia, http://www.unive.it/pag/30989
Usmanov, Putin's close associate, the Order “For merits to the Italian Republic” in recognition of his philanthropic support of Italian cultural projects.¹⁰¹

The Russkiy Mir Foundation directly assists the Putin regime in co-opting Italian politicians, who make no secret of their favorable relationship with the Kremlin.¹⁰² Compared to other EU member states, the Italian media gives greater prominence to pro-Russian narratives.¹⁰³ In full compliance with the Kremlin’s new ideological doctrine, Matteo Salvini, leader of the far-right League party and Italy’s deputy prime minister and interior minister, has recently proposed lifting the EU’s Russia sanctions, denied Russia’s illegitimate annexation of Crimea, and compared Ukraine’s Euromaidan revolution to a “pseudo-revolution funded by foreign powers.”¹⁰⁴

Italian media reported that about thirty Italian citizens currently serve as mercenaries in Donbas along with representatives of local criminal groups and the Russian army, and that some of them could have been recruited via Russian cultural organizations in Italy.¹⁰⁵ Irina Osipova, the daughter of the director of the Rossotrudnichestvo office in Italy, allegedly cooperated with Italian far-right politicians as part of activities undertaken by the Lombardia-Russia cultural association. The association could assist in recruiting Italian mercenaries to fight in Russia’s undeclared war against Ukraine.¹⁰⁶ In 2016, Lombardia-Russia cultural association organized a visit for a group of Italian businesspeople to the so-called Donbas and Luhansk People’s Republics (Ukraine’s territories that are de-facto under Russian occupation), where they met with local government officials.¹⁰⁷

---

5. The Export of Ideas: Russian Think Tanks Go West

5.1. Vladimir Yakunin and the Dialogue of Civilizations Institute in Berlin

The Kremlin also pursued a strategy of increasing its media and think tank presence in major European capitals. When the Dialogue of Civilizations Research Institute (DOC-RI) was established in Berlin in 2016, German media immediately warned it would serve as an “instrument of Moscow’s hybrid warfare” against the West.108

The Institute was founded by Vladimir Yakunin – a one-time KGB general and former head of Russian Railways. In her illuminating book, Putin’s Kleptocracy, the late professor Karen Dawisha argued that Yakunin has been a “grey cardinal” at Putin’s side since his first days in power.109 In 2014, the U.S. government sanctioned Yakunin, citing his role as Putin’s confidant.110 The European Union has thus far refrained from sanctioning Yakunin, which allows him to travel and participate in DOC-RI events.

The Institute’s two other co-founders are the Former Secretary General of the Council of Europe Walter Schwimmer and Professor Peter W. Schulze of the Georg-August University of Göttingen. From 1992-2003, Dr. Schulze served as Director of the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung’s Moscow office – the political think tank of the Social Democratic Party, whose former leader Gerhard Schröder is one of Vladimir Putin’s staunchest sympathizers.111 The Institute’s Supervisory Board is led by three persons – Vaclav Klaus, former President of the Czech Republic (2003-2013), Alfred Gusenbauer, former Federal Chancellor of Austria (2007-2008), and Andrea von Knoop, former Chairwoman of the German Business Association in Russia.

The Institute does not disclose its donors and states that donations to its endowment in Geneva have “the advantage of strategic long-term cooperation with special tax advantages” and that “contribution can be made in the form of online payment, cash, securities, or real estate.”112 The media reported that Yakunin plans to put twenty-five million euro into the functioning of the Institute over the next five years.113

This sizable funding has allowed Yakunin to turn DOC-RI into a powerful propaganda machine. Even in the wake of EU sanctions against Russia and America’s personal sanctions against Yakunin, DOC-RI recruited a great number of academics from top American universities like Columbia and Princeton. In May 2018, Think Progress reported that eight American academics were officially affiliated with Yakunin’s think tanks. The official employers in the United States - American universities - had been unaware of scholars’ relationship with DOC-RI, as well as any policy prohibiting staff from working with individuals sanctioned by the U.S. government.114 As of July 26, 2018, the Institute employed 24 external experts and 15 research team members.115

111 Georg-August-Universität Göttingen, The University of Goettingen, https://www.uni-goettingen.de/de/188175.html
112 https://doc-research.org/about-us/support-the-institute/
DOC-RI makes no secret of its relationship with Yakunin and thus its international research contractors cannot pretend to be in the dark about who is funding their trips to DOC-RI’s numerous international events.\textsuperscript{116}

Sanctions aside, many European scholars and politicians are still willing and eager to have a “dialogue” with Yakunin. The upcoming 2018 Rhodes Forum may feature several retired leaders like Joschka Fisher, former Foreign Minister and Vice Chancellor of Germany (1998-2005), Dominique de Villepin, former Prime Minister of France (2005-2007), and Eva Kailu, Member of European Parliament.\textsuperscript{117} The Institute actively engages former EU officials, including Günter Verheugen, former European Commissioner for Enlargement (1999-2004).\textsuperscript{118}

The Institute organizes cultural events and often invites Western diplomats to the lectures of Dmitri Trenin, director of the Moscow Carnegie Center,\textsuperscript{119} or Andrey Kortunov, director of RIAC.\textsuperscript{120} A quick glance through DOC-RI’s Twitter feed attests to its pro-Moscow narrative.\textsuperscript{121} On April 12, 2018, following Andrey Kortunov’s presentation, DOC-RI quoted him as saying that “the [presidential] election in Russia was not manipulated. Putin is the most popular politician in Russia and this will not change in the near future... Sanctions and isolation from the international community should not be the aim of Europe and the US.”\textsuperscript{122}

In Berlin, the activities of DOC-RI are backed up by the German-Russian Forum,\textsuperscript{123} where Yakunin sits on the Board of Trustees.

In 2018, Yakunin was granted a visa that paves the way for him to live and work in Germany. As DOC-RI’s spokesperson stressed, “getting a visa allowing you to work in the country where the headquarters of your organization are located [emphasis added] is a normal work process.”\textsuperscript{124}

\textsuperscript{116} Based on DOC-RI website, it has held thirty public events in Berlin, six in Vienna, fifteen in Russia, two in Kazakhstan, and several smaller events in Geneva, Rome, Warsaw and New Delhi.


\textsuperscript{121} Casey Michel, “Oligarch gets an assist from U.S. academics in whitewashing Russia’s reputation.”

\textsuperscript{122} Ibid.


5.2. The Institute for Democracy and Cooperation in Paris

The Institute for Democracy and Cooperation was launched in 2008 in Paris and New York and, in the words of its American office chief Andranik Migranyan, was tasked “to shape alternative views on political processes in Russia”, “monitor violations of human rights in the West” and “export Russia’s understanding of democracy to Europe and USA.” Putin promised to start monitoring human rights violations in the EU at the 2007 Russia-EU summit in Portugal. In 2011, the Russian Foreign Ministry responded with its first report “On the situation with human rights in several world countries”, which was later praised by Putin as a document that provided “information and propaganda grounds for [Russia’s] foreign policy and diplomatic activities.”

According to the Russian press, the Institute was managed directly from the Kremlin by Anatoliy Kucherena – Vladimir Putin’s doverennoe litso (trusted representative) in the 2012 and 2018 presidential elections. Kucherena’s status in the Kremlin is also evidenced by the fact that from 2013-2014 he represented the interests of two “VIP” clients – the former NSA contractor Edward Snowden and the fugitive president of Ukraine, Viktor Yanukovych. Kucherena has been serving as Chairman of the Russian Foreign Ministry’s Public Council since 2013.

In France, the Institute is led by the former State Duma deputy and Vladimir Yakunin’s professional associate, Nataliya Narochnitskaya. From 1982-1989, Narochnitskaya worked at the United Nation’s Secretariat in New York where she most likely developed a professional relationship with Vladimir Yanukin, who served at the USSR Mission to the United Nations from 1985-1991. Narochnitskaya is a member of the Russkiy Mir Foundation’s Board of Trustees and director of her own Foundation for Historical Perspective, which focuses on such “nerve centers” of Russian politics as “falsification of history, orange revolutions and strengthening of Russia’s sovereignty.”

The Institute does not disclose its sources of funding and claims that support comes from “private donors.” Narochnitskaya’s deputy, British Euroseptic John Laughland, helps to broaden the Institute’s outreach in the United Kingdom. He is a harsh critic of “color revolutions” and views them as a Western conspiracy against Russia.

133 Personal page of Nataliya Narochnitskaya, http://narochnitskaya.com/
135 Institut istoricheskoy perspektivy, http://www.ifip.ru/
According to Marlene Laruelle of George Washington University, “Narochnitskaya systematically upholds the claims of the Moscow Patriarchate, affirms the existence of a specific Orthodox civilization based on the predominance of ethnic Russians and characterized primarily by its anti-Western stance, and has become known for ... her unflaltering support for the [Kremlin’s] two wars in Chechnya.”  

The Kremlin’s interests in Paris are also represented by the Association of Franco-Russian Dialogue (AFRD) established in 2004 under the patronage of the French and Russian Presidents, Jacques Chirac and Vladimir Putin. Since 2012, the Association has been co-led by French parliamentarian Thierry Mariani and Vladimir Yakunin.

According to Cecile Vaissie, the author of The Kremlin’s Network in France, the Association actively lobbies for lifting EU sanctions against Russia. It regularly organizes events to promote the business interests of its members – i.e., those of Gazprom, VTB bank, Renova (owned by Viktor Vekselberg) and Marshall Capital Partners (owned by Konstantin Malofeev, financial supporter of the illegal armed groups and mercenaries used by Russia as part of its hybrid military force to occupy Crimea and to invade Ukraine’s Donbas region.)

Although the AFRD has limited impact on French society, it is effective at the level of political elites and European parliament. Narochnitskaya’s activities in Paris helped Russian authorities obtain consultative status for the Institute of Democratic Cooperation with the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). Foreign Minister Lavrov visits the Institute to meet with the educated French public, while Narochnitskaya and her deputy regularly appear in French media and the Kremlin propaganda channel RT that now broadcasts in French.

The Observo think tank was established by the Russia-France Economic Council in 2012. It is led by Arnaud Dubien. The Center’s Advisory Council is made up of eight French and seven Russian scholars, including the academic director of the Valdai Discussion Club, Fedor Lukyanov.

### 5.3. Russian Energy Companies and Western Research Centers

In addition to establishing its own think tanks in Paris, the Kremlin pursues a strategy of infiltrating reputable European think tanks. The Wilfried Martens Center for European Studies reported that two Paris-based organizations – Institut des relations internationales et stratégiques and Institut français des relations internationales – have connections to the Kremlin. The first think tank organized conferences with pro-Russian associations and the international colloquium, where the Director General of RIAC Andrey Kortunov and honorary chairman of the Council for Foreign and Defense Policy Sergey Karaganov presented their reports. French daily newspaper Libération wrote that the Institut de relations internationales et stratégiques was sensitive to sirens from the Kremlin. The second think tank

---
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146 The Observo Think Tank, [http://obsfr.ru/fr/observatoire.html](http://obsfr.ru/fr/observatoire.html)
allegedly received funding from Russia and organized conferences that lobbied for Gazprom’s interests.147

In 2017, the media inquired about the funders of the most influential think tank in the United Kingdom, the Legatum Institute,148 which was known to support Brexit.149 Reportedly, the Legatum Institute’s income had grown significantly in recent years, from £35,000 in 2012 to more than £4 million in 2016. The Institute is financially supported by Dubai-based billionaire Christopher Chandler, who was allegedly linked to Russian intelligence.150 The same media source also revealed that Christopher Chandler and his brother Richard had close business ties to Russia and that by 2002 the Chandlers were the fourth largest investors in Russia’s Gazprom. The Legatum Institute has confirmed this information, but denied the possibility of foreign interference in its activities, stating that Gazprom shares were widely held by major institutional investors around the world and that “one is not in cahoots with Putin merely because one owns publicly-listed shares of a Russian company.”151

Two university think tanks in the UK were also implicated in ties to Gazprom. The Natural Gas Research Program at the Oxford Institute of Energy Studies (OIES) is co-sponsored by Gazprom M&T and the leading members of the Nord Stream-2 consortium. It consistently issues publications favorable to Gazprom’s interests in Europe.152 The Oxford Institute of Energy Studies also faced allegations that it was providing a platform for lobbying on behalf of the controversial Nord Stream 2 pipeline project.153 According to the German watchdog Lobby Control,154 King’s College London lent an appearance of neutrality to a former German MP whose company has commercial contracts with Nord Stream 2, and an energy firm which stood to profit from the infrastructure project across the Baltic Sea.155

The Center failed to mention that its director, Friedbert Pflüger156 – a former member of the German Bundestag (1990-2006) and deputy defense minister in the first Merkel Government (2005/06) – was also a businessman whose Berlin-based company Pflüger International advises is involved in lobbying on behalf of international energy firms. Under Pflüger’s directorship, EUCERS has published a strategy paper157 on Nord Stream 2 – a new export gas pipeline running from Russia to Europe to be constructed by the international consortium of five major companies Nord Stream AG, based in Zug, Switzerland. The majority shareholder, the Russian OAO Gazprom, holds a 51 percent stake in the pipeline project.158

---

147 “The Bear in Sheep’s Clothing, Russia’s Government-Funded Organizations in the EU,” 53-54.
148 Legatum Institute, https://www.li.com
154 Lobby Control, https://www.lobbycontrol.de
The was sponsored by Shell, OMV, Wintershall, Uniper and Engie – the five energy companies that have invested in the planned pipeline. Pflüger rejected the claim that he was a lobbyist for Nord Stream 2 and insisted there was a strict separation between his academic role for EUCERS and activity on behalf of Pflüger International. However, the Lobby Control still questioned the position of King’s College London and criticized it for allowing a commercial lobbyist to present himself as a neutral academic expert.159

Finally, recent evidence indicates that Russian intelligence services may also rely on some British scholars in their efforts to meddle in Western elections. Aleksandr Kogan, the Cambridge University academic whose research helped Cambridge Analytica turn tens of millions of Facebook profiles into a unique political weapon during the 2016 U.S. presidential election, was found to have unreported ties to a Russian university and Russian firm with links to the Kremlin.160 Kogan served as an associate professor at St. Petersburg State University, where he received Russian government grants to conduct research on social media. He had links to the oil firm Lukoil, owned by Vagit Alekperov, which notably discussed its powerful social media marketing system with Cambridge Analytica.161

159 Philip Oltermann, “UK university accused of giving platform to Nord Stream 2 lobbyist”.
6. At the Kremlin’s Service: Russian Oligarchs and Western Academia


In 2017, Viktor Vekselberg’s Charity Fund “Renova” launched a scholarship program for Russian students to study at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).\(^\text{162}\) Vekselberg co-chairs the “Skolkovo” foundation, which financially supports the Skolkovo Innovation Center. The Foundation’s Advisory Board is led by Prime Minister Dmitri Medvedev and Putin’s advisors Vladislav Surkov and Andrey Belousov.\(^\text{163}\) In 2011, the Skolkovo Foundation, the Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology and MIT embarked on a three-year collaboration project to develop a new graduate research university in Russia. The ceremony was attended by the Skolkovo Foundation President Viktor Vekselberg, SkTech founding President Edward Crawley, and MIT President Susan Hockfield.\(^\text{164}\)

Vekselberg’s other charity project in the United States was implemented in California and involved the preservation of the Fort Ross Historic Park — a former Russian settlement 80 miles north of San Francisco. In 2009, Fort Ross was in danger of closing, and Russian government officials negotiated with the then Governor of California, Arnold Schwarzenegger, to revive the historical site.

To finance the project, Viktor Vekselberg established the Renova Fort Ross Foundation with a mission to “promote the awareness of California’s Fort Ross State Historic Park as an important milestone of friendship between the United States and Russia.”\(^\text{165}\) In addition to funding works to preserve the park, in 2011 the Foundation supported an academic conference, the “Stanford U.S.-Russia Forum”, devoted to the discussion of Russian influences on California’s history.\(^\text{166}\) Since then, the Renova Fort Ross Foundation has implemented a number of educational and exchange programs, including a series of annual student experiences at Fort Ross for Stanford U.S.-Russia Forum delegates.\(^\text{167}\) It has also organized numerous cultural events, brought Russian folklore choirs and the Saint Petersburg Horn Orchestra, and held VIP luncheons and wine tastings.

Since 2008, Renova has spent $34.5 million on “social investments” in the United States.\(^\text{168}\) Between 2010 and 2015, the Renova Fort Ross Foundation also took in at least $3.2 million from corporate and individual donors, i.e. the Blavatnik Family Foundation and Thomas Graham (most likely the executive manager of Kissinger Associates) among others.\(^\text{169}\)

---


\(^{165}\) Renova Fort Ross Foundation, http://www.supportfortross.org/what-we-do

\(^{166}\) Ibid., also see this video about the Stanford U.S.-Russia Forum, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9lvoOVv1V14&feature=youtu.be

\(^{167}\) “Students from Russia, USA and Canada to work in Fort Ross,” Renova Charity Fund, March 31, 2017, http://bfrenova.ru/science/studenti-z-rf-ssha-kanada-1-may-2017


\(^{169}\) Ibid., also see: Renova Fort Ross Foundation, Partners, http://www.supportfortross.org/partners/
In 2012, in partnership with Chevron and two Russian state-owned oil companies Transneft\textsuperscript{170} and Sovkomflot\textsuperscript{171}, the Renova Group launched a joint conference called “The Fort Ross Dialogue” that brought together diplomats, businessmen and academics from both the United States and Russia “to encourage conversation and collaboration.”\textsuperscript{172}

The Kennan Institute’s director, Matthew Rojansky, has been an active participant in Viktor Vekselberg’s Fort Ross Dialogue forum since the date of its inception in 2012.\textsuperscript{173} He spoke at Fort Ross Dialogue in 2013\textsuperscript{174}, served as a keynote speaker in 2014\textsuperscript{175} and moderated its panel discussions in 2015\textsuperscript{176} and 2016.\textsuperscript{177} On October 15, 2018, Fort Ross Conservancy and the Kennan Institute will jointly hold the seventh annual Fort Ross Dialogue. Andrew McGrahman, President Chevron Neftegaz, Mikhail Margelov, Vice President of Transneft and Nikolay Kolesnikov, Executive Vice President of Sovcomflot are scheduled to speak there.\textsuperscript{178}

The U.S. media raised concerns about Renova’s attempts to use philanthropy in the United States to gain access to the corridors of American power.\textsuperscript{179} It was noted that “the Renova Fort Ross Foundation ... has served as a hub for Russian-themed events and outreach that extend well beyond the park itself... Festivals, exhibitions and academic projects ... have helped raise the profile of the Renova Group in the United States. The goodwill that Vekselberg has accrued through his philanthropy has translated into political access.”\textsuperscript{180}

An October 2012 gala dinner, chaired by Vekselberg in San Francisco’s City Hall, was meant to mark the bicentennial of Russian settlers’ arrival in California. The Russian Minister of Culture, Vladimir Medinsky, traveled from Moscow to read a statement from President Putin. The dinner guests included several U.S. senators and CEOs from some of America’s largest companies as well as academic institutions, such as John Reed, CEO of MIT – Vekselberg’s partner in the high-tech Skolkovo research project.\textsuperscript{181}

In addition to cultural and academic philanthropy, Vekselberg has spent $1.7 million on Washington D.C. lobbyists. Reportedly, in 2017, Columbus Nova - the U.S.-based affiliate of the Renova Group - made payments of at least $500,000 to a bank account maintained by Michael Cohen, Donald Trump’s personal attorney at the time.\textsuperscript{182}

Vekselberg also attended Trump’s inauguration just days after meeting with Michael Cohen at Trump Tower, and also attended the infamous RT anniversary gala dinner in Moscow in 2015 with Putin and

\textsuperscript{170} Transneft, https://www.transneft.ru/about/management/
\textsuperscript{173} At that moment Rojansky served as deputy director of Russian and Eurasia Program at Carnegie Endowment. See Fort Ross 2012, https://www.fortross.org/2012-dialogue.htm; Conference program at: https://www.fortross.org/document/Program.pdf
\textsuperscript{175} https://www.fortross.org/2014-dialogue.htm
\textsuperscript{176} https://www.fortross.org/fort-ross-dialogue-2015.htm
\textsuperscript{177} https://www.fortross.org/2016-dialogue.htm
\textsuperscript{178} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{181} About MIT Skoltech Program, https://skoltech.mit.edu/about
Michael Flynn.\textsuperscript{183} Apparently, Vekselberg was not the only Russian oligarch, who tried to gain access to Trump’s inner circle by means of cultural projects. In 2014, Roman Abramovich, founder of the Jewish Museum in Moscow and then-Chairman of the Federation of Jewish Communities of Russia, invited Trump’s son-in-law Jared Kushner to Moscow. Other guests at Abramovich’s high-powered fundraising dinner for Moscow’s Jewish Museum included Viktor Vekselberg, Len Blavatnik, Mikhail Fridman, Ekaterina Vinokurova (daughter of Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, with her husband Alexander Vinokurov, who then sat on the board of the Alfa Group), and Peter Salovey, President of Yale University.\textsuperscript{184}

6.2. Len Blavatnik’s Academic and Political Donations in the U.K. and the U.S.A.

Leonid (Len) Blavatnik’s family emigrated from Odessa to the United States in 1978. In 1986, he established the investment company Access Industries. Teaming up with his Moscow school friend Viktor Vekselberg, Blavatnik allied with Mikhail Fridman and German Khan to provide financing for the takeover of state enterprises and grab Russian oil group TNK.\textsuperscript{185} In the West, Blavatnik has established a reputation as a respected philanthropist and, on this basis, has helped Fridman, Khan, Aven and Vekselberg to access Western capital markets and its elite establishment circles.

There is a peculiar pattern to Blavatnik’s philanthropy: his donations to academic institutions are supplemented with support to frontrunning senators and presidential candidates. In the last five years alone, Blavatnik donated almost $100 million to American academic institutions: in 2013 he gave $50 million to Harvard Business School under the Harvard Blavatnik Fellowship in Life Science Entrepreneurship Program\textsuperscript{186}; in 2016, he provided $10 million to Yale University\textsuperscript{187} and then again $15 million in 2018 to expand Yale’s fund for innovation in the life sciences\textsuperscript{188}; in 2018, he offered $2 million to the University of Pennsylvania\textsuperscript{189} and then $10 million to Stanford’s School of Medicine.\textsuperscript{190}

His history of political donations in the United States is no less impressive: in 2011, Blavatnik financially supported both President Barack Obama and his challenger, former Massachusetts governor Mitt Romney; in 2016, he gave $1.5 million in support of Senator Marco Rubio’s presidential campaign, as well as $1 million for Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker and $800,000 for South Carolina Senator Lindsey Graham.\textsuperscript{191} The same year, Blavatnik donated $1 million to Donald Trump’s inaugural committee.


a transaction now being investigated by special counsel Robert Mueller.192 According to the American press, Blavatnik, who is also a business partner of one of Vladimir Putin’s closest oligarchs, Oleg Deripaska, gave $7.35 million in philanthropic support to the U.S. Republican Party.193

In the United Kingdom, Blavatnik has made donations to the Tate Museum, the National Gallery, the National Portrait Gallery, the Victoria and Albert Museum, the Royal Opera House, the British Museum and the Royal Academy of Arts, which collectively led to his being knighted in 2017 for services to philanthropy.194 In 2018, he gave £45 million to buy one of London’s oldest theatres.195

In 2010, Oxford University accepted a donation of £75 million from Blavatnik for the Blavatnik School of Government, which opened the same year.196 According to research by Ilya Zaslavsky, the Blavatnik School ignores the crimes of the Russian government and commonly invites Putin cronies as guest speakers: “Despite initial statements that Blavatnik’s grant will exert zero control on the School’s policy, we now see that [it] avoids any discussion of inconvenient topics on Russia, Ukraine and oligarchs. There is virtually no information on these if one searches these key words on the School’s website.”197

In 2015, a group of Russian and Western scholars, journalists and civic activists published a public petition to Oxford University urging it to review cooperation with Len Blavatnik and his associates from the Alfa Group – Petr Aven and Mikhail Fridman – and to investigate Blavatnik’s and his Alfa Group’s business reputation. The activists urged Oxford University to “stop selling its … prestige to Putin’s associates … [and] carry out a new and independent due-diligence investigation with clearly defined ethical norms”. 198

A spokesman for the university responded that Oxford University had a thorough and robust scrutiny process in place with regard to philanthropic giving and that its Committee to Review Donations (CRD) conducted appropriate due diligence based on publicly available information.199 However, the activists met with outright censorship efforts from Oxford’s administration and found out that the Committee had not relied on independent experts or Russian language sources.200 Meanwhile, two external members of the CRD - Sir Victor Blank and Baroness Pauline Neville-Jones - had been heavily criticized for failures in due diligence in their main professions and exposed by UK press around the same time when they were part of CRD.201

194 See “Donors and Supporters,” The Blavatnik School of Government, Oxford University. https://www.bsg.ox.ac.uk/about/donors-and-supporters
199 Luke Harding, “Oxford University criticised for accepting oligarch’s £75m donation.”
6.3. Russian Oligarchs and the Wilson Center

The Wilson Center’s close relationship with pro-Kremlin oligarchs dates back to 2005 and 2007, when it awarded its Corporate Citizenship Award to Vagit Alekperov and Viktor Vekselberg, respectively. On January 29, 2018, the U.S. Treasury Department exposed both oligarchs to scrutiny and potential future sanctions by placing their names on the so-called “Kremlin list,” prepared in accordance with the law "On Countering America’s Enemies through Sanctions" (CAATSA). The U.S. Treasury Department also sanctioned Viktor Vekselberg on April 6, 2018.

In November 2015, the Wilson Center gave its Corporate Citizenship award to Petr Aven, shareholder of the Alfa Bank. The award citation mentioned the Alfa Fellowship Program that brought early career Americans to work in Russia. The U.S. media reported that in 2015, the Alfa Group ran an ambitious PR campaign to bolster its directors’ images as philanthropists and friends of the West and that it paid the U.S. lobbying firm BGR close to $6 million to lobby on behalf of “bilateral US-Russian relations.”

The award was co-chaired by the former CEO of British Petroleum Lord Browne and former U.S. Ambassador to Russia James F. Collins, a senior associate of the Russia and Eurasia Program at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. Mikhail Lesin – founder of the state-funded international news network RT, which has come under scrutiny for its role in seeking to influence the 2016 U.S. presidential election – was on the guest list of the award dinner. This fact became publicly known only because days later Lesin’s body was discovered at his room at Dupont Circle hotel and the FBI began an investigation into the causes of his death.

The Wilson Center turned a blind eye to various reports that implicated Petr Aven of corruption and his ties to the Kremlin. Information about the Alfa Group’s involvement in organized crime, narcotics trafficking, money laundering and rigged auctions of state assets through government connections became publicly available in 2000, when the Center for Public Integrity – one of America’s oldest investigative news organizations – published its report on the Alfa Group. The Sal’ye Commission documents also demonstrated that Aven made it possible for Putin to originate at least part of his corruption schemes in St. Petersburg. Finally, the Wilson Center could learn about Aven’s connections to Putin’s kleptocracy from Karen Dawisha’s book, which was presented by the author at the Wilson Center shortly before the 2015 award. “In normal circumstances such allegations would warrant, at
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a minimum, some in-depth investigation prior to the bestowal of any award,” argued Lithuanian political analyst Marius Laurinavičius.\textsuperscript{214}

The Wilson Center’s Kennan Institute hosted several events sponsored by the Alfa Group. In January 2018, fifty Alfa fellows enjoyed a dinner reception with Mikhail Fridman, Chairman of the Alfa Group Consortium’s Supervisory Board, and a round-table at the Wilson Center’s Kennan Institute to discuss “areas of collaboration in the arts and education.”\textsuperscript{215}

6.4. Alexey Mordashov and the Center on Global Interests

The Center on Global Interests (CGI)\textsuperscript{216} was founded in Washington D.C. in 2012 as a nonprofit, nonpartisan foreign policy research institution to promote “rigorous study of modern-day Russia and Eurasia”. The CGI does not disclose its donors but maintains that its mission is “scholarly independence” and that it does not accept funding from the U.S. or foreign governments.

The CGI’s Board\textsuperscript{217} comprises three individuals, including Aleksey Mordashov – Vladimir Putin’s cronie and second richest Russian, whose total assets are estimated at $18.7 bln.\textsuperscript{218} He co-owns bank “Rossiya” – the first Russian lender sanctioned by the U.S. government for ties with the Kremlin and support of the illegal annexation of the Crimean peninsula.\textsuperscript{219} Since 2005, Mordashov has owned Ren-TV channel – at that time, Russia’s only remaining national broadcaster critical of President Putin.

Mordashov is a board member of the Aleksandr Gorchakov Public Diplomacy Fund and his company is an official partner of the Valdai Discussion Club. The second member of CGI’s board, former U.S. diplomat Thomas Pickering, served as U.S. Ambassador to Russia from 1993 to 1996. In July 2018, Pickering was a guest at the Gorchakov Fund’s conference on U.S.-Russia arms control.\textsuperscript{220} In 2015 he received the Wilson Center’s corporate citizenship award (together with Lukoil president Vagit Alekperov).\textsuperscript{221}

In April 2004, Mordashov joined the board of directors of the New York-based East-West Institute\textsuperscript{222} that has a special “Russia and the United States” program.\textsuperscript{223} At the moment, the Institute’s Board of Directors includes Alexander Voloshin, the former Chief of the Russian Presidential Administration under Boris Yeltsin and Vladimir Putin (until 2013).\textsuperscript{224}

The CGI is led by Nikolay Zlobin, a graduate of the Moscow State University.\textsuperscript{225} Zlobin moved to the United States in the early 1990s and worked at several American universities as a visiting lecturer and
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developed professional relations with various U.S. experts and politicians. Deputy Chief of Mission at the U.S. Embassy in Moscow, Eric Rubin, characterized Nikolai Zlobin as a “U.S. resident but ‘United Russia’-connected analyst”. Zlobin is a regular participant in the Valdai Discussion Club, where he is always given the chance to pose a question to Vladimir Putin.

At the CGI’s opening session, attended by Russian Ambassador Kislyak, Zlobin said the Institute’s mission was to “go beyond Cold War thinking”, “break down stereotypes” and “provide a strategic, long-term vision for U.S.–Russian relations” at a time when global elite thinking was “characterized by a certain impotence ... and lack of vision.”

The CGI’s website is not regularly updated and carries only 30 articles by virtually unknown experts. It does not give the impression of an active and vibrant analytical institution.

Having lived in the United States for almost 30 years, Zlobin has not published a single academic monograph on Russian politics in the English language. The scarcity of his analytical articles in Western media is juxtaposed by the frequency of his appearances on Russian radio and state TV channels. It is highly likely that the CGI’s key mission is to “legitimize” Zlobin as a reputable “American” expert in the eyes of the Russian TV audience to give his statements an aura of “independent thinking” or “unbiased expert opinion.”

In 2014, Zlobin co-authored a book titled “The Russian Turn. Where is Russia going?” with one of the Kremlin’s most notorious propagandists, Vladimir Solovyov, who hosts a primetime debate show on the state-owned Rossiya-1 TV channel. Solovyov is a harsh critic of the West and Ukraine’s Euro-maidan revolution, who loyaly constructs “suitable interpretations” of the Kremlin’s policies for domestic media consumption in Russia.

---
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7. Russia Sympathizers, Lobbyists and Cultural Diplomats in the United States

7.1. The Center for the National Interest

The Center for the National Interest (CFTNI) is a non-partisan public policy institution established by former President Richard Nixon in 1994. It publishes the bimonthly magazine *The National Interest* and its companion online version. The CFTNI has six programs, including the “U.S.-Russia program” led by the Center’s executive director Paul J. Saunders. Henry Kissinger serves as the Center’s Honorary Chairman.

Dimitri K. Simes is CFTNI’s President, CEO, and publisher of *The National Interest*. Born in Moscow, Simes is a graduate of Moscow State University. He was a researcher at the Institute of the World Economy and International Relations and deputy secretary of the Institute’s Youth Leninist League committee. In 1973, Simes immigrated to the United States, where he held several academic posts and rose to the position of President Nixon’s informal foreign policy advisor. In 2005, *The Moscow Times* and *Kommersant* wrote that Simes had met with Kremlin adviser Gleb Pavlovsky and Russian oligarch Oleg Deripaska, Putin’s close ally and Paul Manafort’s business partner, to discuss the possibility of forming a Russian-funded think tank.

The CFTNI has been known to encourage America’s greater engagement with Russia. During the 2016 election campaign, CFTNI helped organize the first presentation of Donald Trump’s foreign policy doctrine, which emphasized the need to improve U.S. relations with Russia and China based on “common interests.” The Russian ambassador, Sergey Kislyak, attended the presentation and watched from the front row.

It is rumored that the strategy was written for Trump by Richard Burt, chairman of CFTNI’s advisory council and member of the senior advisory board of the Russian Alfa Bank. Allegedly, Burt was invited to join Donald Trump’s presidential campaign by Paul Manafort. In December 2016, Paul Saunders praised President-elect Donald Trump for being “remarkably courageous” in consistently calling for “easing of tensions and improved relations with Russia” despite widespread criticism among Washington’s foreign policy establishment.

---
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The Russian political expert Andrey Piontkovsky once observed: “Undoubtedly, Simes leads the Kremlin’s Washington-based propaganda network.”\(^{239}\) On March 7, 2017, CFTNI hosted a rather interesting panel discussion on the Trump administration’s policy options in dealing with Moscow.\(^{240}\) The event also served as an occasion to present the Center’s report “A New Direction in the U.S.-Russia Relations?”\(^{241}\) with contributions from Thomas Graham (Kissinger Associates, Inc.), Nikolas K. Gvosdev (U.S. Naval War College), Michael Kofman (CNA Corporation, formerly Kennan Institute), and Matthew Rojansky (Kennan Institute).

Speaking there, Dimitri Simes and Matthew Rojansky informed the audience about their “last week” visits to Moscow and used the opportunity to convey Moscow’s messages to American leadership.\(^{242}\) Simes mentioned his meeting with Foreign Minister Lavrov and communicated Moscow’s serious concerns about “attacks” against the Russian ambassador Kislyak. Rojansky talked about Moscow’s enthusiasm about the possibility of the Trump-\-Putin meeting and prospects of the “phased-in” relief of sanctions in return to certain concessions on the Russian side.\(^{243}\)

In July 2018, CFTNI found itself in the midst of a scandal related to the arrest of Russian spy Maria Butina, accused of establishing unofficial lines of communications with U.S. politicians to advance the interests of the Russian Federation.\(^{244}\) CFTNI was clearly implicated in activities that went beyond its analytical mission and resembled lobbying on behalf of the Russian state. The press reported that in 2015, CFTNI arranged a meeting between Butina and her boss Alexander Torshin, the deputy governor of the Central Bank of Russia and also Putin’s associate, with the then Federal Reserve Vice Chairman S. Fischer.\(^{245}\) The meeting happened about a year after President Barack Obama’s administration imposed sanctions on Russia for its annexation of Crimea. Dmitri Simes also sought to use his connections with Butina and Torshin to advance the business interests of Maurice Greenberg, Chairman Emeritus of CFTNI’s Board of Directors.\(^{246}\)

Almost immediately after Butina’s arrest, Simes left the United States and flew to Moscow. On September 3, 2018, he became a moderator of a political program The Big Game on the Russian state-owned TV Channel 1.\(^{247}\) The second moderator of this propaganda show is Vyacheslav Nikonov, director of the Russkiy Mir Foundation.\(^{248}\)

---
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7.2. Whose “National Interest”? 

The Center for the National Interest regularly hosted Russian propagandists and Kremlin-linked “experts.” In 2017, it invited Andrey Sushentsov, a program director at the Valdai Club,²⁴⁹ and in July 2018 welcomed a delegation of unnamed Russian academics for an off-the-record event and follow-up meetings with representatives from the State Department, the National Security Council and both houses of Congress.²⁵⁰

The Center also closely cooperated Andranik Migranyan, former director of the New York office of the Kremlin’s Institute for Democracy and Cooperation.²⁵¹ CFTNI sometimes hosted Migranyan for off-the-record events²⁵² or invited him to speak on the current state of U.S.-Russia relations.²⁵³

Since 2008, The National Interest has published thirty of Migranyan’s articles that echo the Kremlin’s propaganda playbook. In one piece, he compared Russia’s invasion of Georgia in 2008 to an attempt to resolve a “local problem” and ensure stability and security along Russia’s borders.²⁵⁴ In another, he blamed America’s secret services for working “without accountability to society and controlling the lives of every individual.”²⁵⁵ In a diatribe against the American media, Migranyan accused it of biased coverage of Russian politics that made Russian people see “the American media and American propaganda as the equivalent of the Soviet propaganda.”²⁵⁶ In 2013, he lambasted President Obama’s foreign policy in a series of publications titled “McFaul’s Costly Mistake in Russia,” “Scandals Harm U.S. Soft Power,” “America’s Hypocrisy on Russia,” “The Myth of American Exceptionalism,” etc.

Migranyan claims that after Ukraine’s Euromaidan revolution of 2013-2014, power in Kyiv was seized by “armed radical nationalists” and that the Kremlin was “under immense pressure to act to protect its own people [emphasis added]”.²⁵⁷ After Russia annexed Crimea, he exulted over “Putin’s triumph” in Ukraine and accused the West of setting “a time bomb on Ukraine’s territorial integrity.”²⁵⁸

American media and the expert community patiently tolerated Migranyan’s shameless lies for a long time. A scandal finally erupted in April 2014, after Izvestiya carried Migranyan’s article,²⁵⁹ written in response to Russian historian Andrey Zubov, who lost his job at the Moscow State Institute of International Relations for comparing Putin’s annexation of Crimea to Adolf Hitler’s seizure of Czechoslovakia’s Sudetenland in 1938. In his piece, Migranyan proposed to distinguish between the “good Hitler” and the “bad Hitler,” saying that Hitler succeeded in gathering German lands “without a single drop of blood” and that “he would be remembered in his country’s history as a politician of the

highest order,” had he stopped there. In response, The Washington Post wrote it was “frightening” that “the head of a think tank associated with Vladimir Putin” could talk about Hitler in positive terms and overlook his record as a killer of Jews, dissidents, and communists.

After this publication, Migranyan found himself ostracized by reputable Western intellectual circles. The Kremlin, as a Russian political spin-doctor put it, had to replace him with someone “better trained” and experienced in working “under siege.” The “siege”, did not last long, however. Three years after the “good Hitler” scandal, Migranyan is invited again to CFTNI’s off-the-record dinners.

7.3. The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace was the first major Western think tank to open a branch in Russia following the breakup of the Soviet Union. Carnegie’s office in Moscow became the leading center of research providing independent and reliable analysis of Russian domestic politics and foreign policy. It began to undergo serious changes after Putin returned to the presidency in 2012, evoking “from a hub of Russian liberalism into an accommodationist, intellectually-compromised think tank.”

The Carnegie Moscow office, unlike many other Western organizations, was not affected by the “foreign agents” law. In 2014, the office dismissed its two internationally renowned critics of Putin’s revanchist regime, namely Lilia Shevtsova and Maria Lipman, and mostly avoided addressing sensitive issues such as Russian domestic politics and the ongoing war in Ukraine.

Garry Kasparov, co-organizer of the “Free Russia Forum,” opined that the Carnegie Moscow office has served as an “independent and even American” channel through which Russian intelligence and influential actors in the Kremlin communicate their messages to the West. The key agent in managing this balancing act is Dmitri Trenin – the Moscow Center’s director who spent more than twenty years in the Soviet army, achieving the rank of colonel.

Carnegie’s conciliatory approach towards the Kremlin was also observed in the writings and public presentations of its leading figures in Washington: namely, Andrew Weiss, the Carnegie Endowment’s vice president for studies, Eugene Rumer, director of Carnegie’s Russia and Eurasia program and Deana Arsenian, vice president of the international program and director of the Russia program at the Carnegie Corporation of New York, that funds Carnegie Endowment’s projects.

In the summer of 2014, shortly after Russia annexed Crimea, Thomas Graham, a former senior associate in the Russia/Eurasia program at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace (1998-2001), Andrew Weiss and Deana Arsenian participated in the Boisto Group meeting in Finland.

---
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which produced a 24-step plan to resolve the so-called “crisis in Ukraine.”270 On the Russian side, the delegation included, among others, Alexei Arbatov, a scholar-in-residence at the Carnegie Moscow Center, and Vyacheslav Trubnikov, a former head of the country’s Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR).271

There were no Ukrainians present at the Boisto meeting. By excluding participants from Ukraine, “the Boisto initiative signatories lent credence—wittingly or not—to the Russian view that Ukraine is not a real country and that outside forces can determine its fate.”272 Most of the Boisto proposals were amenable to the Kremlin line. For instance, the document called for the non-bloc status of Ukraine, preservation of Russian-Ukrainian economic relations and their defense-industry cooperation, removal of Ukrainian National Guard units from the Donetsk and Luhansk regions (de-jure Ukraine’s territories) and withdrawal of regular Russian and Ukrainian army units to an agreed distance from conflict zones.273 Clearly, in calling for both sides to withdraw forces from the territory of Donbas, “the signatories treated aggressor and victim as moral equals, likening Russian removal of its soldiers with Ukraine’s withdrawing troops from its own, sovereign land.”274

On August 7, 2018, just one day before the Trump administration announced it would impose more sanctions on Russia under a chemical and biological warfare law following the poisoning of Sergei Skripal and his daughter in the UK earlier this year,275 Eugene Rumer published an article arguing that anti-Russian sanctions produce no desired results and that sometimes they even backfire.276

Carnegie’s soft approach to the analysis of the Kremlin’s domestic policies is mismatched with its hard line on the study of Ukraine’s post-Euromaidan reforms. In 2018, Ukrainian experts – Yuriy Dzyhryr (currently the Ukrainian Deputy Minister of Finance) and Kateryna Maynzyuk (advisor to the Health Minister of Ukraine) – accused Carnegie’s Reforming Ukraine team277 of conducting “highly subjective, shallow and speculative” analysis of Ukraine’s post-2014 developments.278 Dzyhryr and Maynzyuk argued they “increasingly felt like an analytical screen to cover a suspicious political project” because “the analytical part of the reports seemed subordinate to its propagandistic part”:

“In December 2015 we participated in a project advocacy visit to Brussels and Berlin. “Post-truth” was not yet in the air; the world seemed complex but not delusional. And there, at meetings in the European Parliament, European Commission, German Chancellery and German Foreign Affairs Committee – the agencies each having powerful strategic significance for Ukraine – we started hearing statements from others in the delegation which were not agreed within the team, not included in the Monitor, and were not (in our view) evidence-based. These statements had a clear signal: since Maidan, Ukraine is heading towards power consolidation, rampant ultranationalism, oppression of free speech and human rights. We did what we could to debunk these with facts. But it felt more like all-in wrestling, than professional teamwork.”
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Ukrainians maintained that the Carnegie team intentionally distorted conclusions about Ukraine’s reforms by headlining only those parts of the analysis that presented Ukraine in a negative light. In their opinion, this approach was devised to convince readers that “after Maidan, Ukraine’s state was failing; society was sinking into nationalistic psychosis, and moved towards totalitarianism.” 279 All of these narratives regularly and insistently promoted by the Kremlin’s propaganda.

7.4. The Kennan Institute and Kissinger Associates

 Founded in 1974 to improve American expertise about the Soviet Union, the Wilson Center’s Kennan Institute provides policy advice on Russia and the wider post-Soviet region. The Wilson Center is a federally funded think tank with two-thirds of its operating funds coming from private donors. 280

After the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Kennan Institute opened two offices abroad: in Moscow and in Kyiv. In 2014, the newly appointed director Matthew Rojansky decided to close the Institute’s Moscow office – a decision that Kennan Institute alumni in Russia saw as “inappropriate, ill-timed and extremely harmful to the long-term prospects of U.S.-Russian relations.” 281 The Kennan Kyiv office was closed in March 2018, 282 following a massive outcry on behalf of the Kennan Institute’s Ukrainian alumni community in protest of the dismissal of the Kyiv office director (and author of this report) 283 at the background of the Institute’s growing pro-Kremlin policies. 284

Matthew Rojansky, a former Deputy Director of the Russia and Eurasia Program at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 285 He is a close associate of Thomas Graham, managing director of Kissinger Associates (since 2007), senior lecturer in Russian and European Studies at Yale University, fellow at the Yale Jackson Institute for Global Affairs, and a former senior associate in the Russia/Eurasia program at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace (from 1998-2001). 286 Rojansky and Graham co-organized conferences, co-authored policy research articles 287 and jointly promoted the idea of enhanced U.S. engagement with Russia. 288

Thomas Graham is a managing director of the secretive U.S. lobbying firm Kissinger Associates, founded by Henry Kissinger in 1982. Through his close relationships with foreign governments and
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extensive knowledge of foreign affairs, Henry Kissinger offered geopolitical insight and advice to numerous global companies including ITT, American Express, Anheuser-Busch, Coca-Cola, H. J. Heinz, Fiat, Volvo, L. M. Ericsson, Daewoo and Midland Bank. 289

Kissinger Associates assists clients in identifying strategic partners and investment opportunities and advises them on government relations. 290 In recent years, Henry Kissinger has obtained more than a dozen meetings with President Putin. 291 It has been noted that Kissinger’s consulting firm “could get a bump in business” from a new reset with Russia. 292

In March 2016, Henry Kissinger met with Donald Trump's son-in-law, Jared Kushner, at a lunch organized by the Center for the National Interest. In the weeks following, Kushner and Dmitri Simes discussed the possibility of an event hosted by the Center for National Interest to give Donald Trump a chance to lay out a cohesive foreign policy speech. 293

Political expert Andrei Piontkovsky remembers:

“Thomas Graham is a former diplomat. I know the day when he was bought by the Kremlin. He did not last through the end of President Bush’s term. He was what is called a ‘Russian Tsar’ and he left in the middle of the second term when he received an offer from Kissinger. On the day when he left, I ran into him on the Metro. He is usually quite a reserved person. He did not look like himself on that day, he was in a total euphoria and, unexpectedly, mentioned to me several times that he switched jobs and that he is making at his new job several times more than he did when he worked for President Bush.” 294

Rojansky and Graham belong to the “pragmatist” camp of American experts on Russia. In Rojansky’s opinion, “the policy of isolating Russia ... makes the U.S. appear weak and inconsistent” and thus, for the U.S. government, the key questions to ask should be “what the Russians want [and] how the Russians are thinking about challenges like Ukraine, Syria and counterterrorism”. 295

As opposed to “normativists”, who stress the importance of a values-based approach to internal political developments and foreign policy, “pragmatists” consider the balance of power and the status quo to be the basis for international relations. They support Moscow’s claims of its “sphere of influence” and warn that excessive criticism and punishment of Russia may escalate the crisis and usher the United States into a new Cold War. This helps explain why “Western pragmatists frequently find themselves echoing statements made by their Russian counterparts (or even by the Kremlin itself).” 296

In the summer of 2015, Matthew Rojansky and Thomas Graham attempted to convince senior members of President Petro Poroshenko’s administration that Ukraine should drop the idea of joining
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NATO and EU.297 At their meetings with President Poroshenko’s advisors in the summer of 2015, Rojansky and Graham presented a document titled “Strategic Vision of Partnership between the USA and Ukraine.”298 The document advocated Ukraine’s return to a “multi-vector” foreign policy and doing “business as usual” with the Russians. It never once mentioned joining the European Union and NATO as foreign policy goals for Ukraine. Similarly, it did not list defensive military assistance from the United States as a priority, even though Ukraine’s eastern borders were regularly being shelled from the Russian-controlled regions of Donbas.

Matthew Rojansky also helped Paul Manafort advocate for his Russia-friendly client – Ukraine’s former president Viktor Yanukovych.299 Since 2004, Manafort served as a political consultant to both Yanukovych300 as well as Putin’s closest ally, Oleg Deripaska.301 According to reports and documents released by Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s team in September 2018,302 Manafort solicited assistance from two Washington D.C. lobbying firms to lobby in the U.S. on behalf of President Yanukovych and edited numerous ghost-written op-eds for publication in U.S. newspapers.303

In April 2013 Manafort wrote to the chief of Yanukovych’s presidential administration: “This week we directed the efforts of a number of positive news articles that appeared in several prominent publications and in the digital media space.”304 To illustrate his point, Manafort listed four articles: two press releases, a piece published by the now-defunct organization Center for the Study of Former Soviet Socialist Republics, and Rojansky’s op-ed, titled “Will Ukraine Seize Its EU Chance?”, published on CNN’s Global Public Square blog.305 At that time, Rojansky served as deputy director of Carnegie’s Russia and Eurasia Programs.306 Interestingly, in February 26, 2013, Manafort reported to Yanukovych’s aids about his meeting with the former U.S. Ambassador to Russia, James Collins, referring to him as “a major sponsor of Carnegie.”307

Matthew Rojansky appears to enjoy a close partnership with the Russian International Affairs Council (RIAC). RIAC’s Director General, Andrey Kartunov, was invited to Kennan’s conference “A Kennan for Our Times”, where he had the privilege of speaking during the opening panel immediately after Rojansky’s introductory statement.308 Kartunov maintained that George F. Kennan’s “containment policy” is not applicable to contemporary Russia and should be revised.
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On the eve of the July 2018 Helsinki Summit, Rojansky and Kortunov co-authored an article on the benefits of President Trump’s meeting with Vladimir Putin, which was published by The National Interest.\textsuperscript{309}

7.5. The Dartmouth Conference and the Russian Union of Oil and Gas Producers

The Kennan Institute is an active promoter of U.S.-Russia dialogue within the framework of the Dartmouth Conference.\textsuperscript{310} This “track two” diplomacy effort was launched in 1960 at the height of the Cold War with the secret support of President Dwight Eisenhower and Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev. First held at New Hampshire’s Dartmouth College in 1972, the conference continued as a public diplomacy effort administered by the Kettering Foundation and the Sustained Dialogue Institute,\textsuperscript{311} where Matthew Rojansky serves as Advisory Board member.\textsuperscript{312}

The Dartmouth conference, which was also co-led by Henry Kissinger and Yevgeniy Primakov (Russian Foreign Minister from 1996-1998 and Director of Russian Foreign Intelligence Service from 1991-1996), ceased to exist after the collapse of the Soviet Union. The conference was suddenly renewed in 2014 – the year of Russia’s annexation of Crimea and subsequent European and American sanctions.\textsuperscript{313}

The Dartmouth Conference’s Executive Secretary on the American side is Matthew Rojansky.\textsuperscript{314} On the Russian side it is represented by Yuri Shafranik – Russia’s former energy minister and current chairman of the Russian Union of Oil and Gas Producers.\textsuperscript{315} Shafranik also gets speaking opportunities at the Kennan Institute.\textsuperscript{316} The Dartmouth Conference is nontransparent. It does not have an official website and no information is available about its participants, agenda, dates or official donors.

When held in Russia, the dialogue treats its American attendees with “five star” hospitality. This is how Jill Dougherty, former CNN Moscow bureau chief and current member of the Kennan Institute’s Advisory Council, described the atmosphere at one of the recent seminars held at the former government country retreat, Zavidovo, two hours from Moscow in October 2017:

“Fuelled by coffee, tea, Russian cuisine, and long walks through birch forests, our Russian and American participants, some of whom have helped mold their governments’ foreign policy, covered multiple issues on which our countries disagree.”\textsuperscript{317}

Dougherty’s report on the Zavidovo conference, published shortly after her visit to Russia as a Dartmouth participant, is a good illustration of how uncritically some American experts convey the Kremlin’s propaganda doctrine. In her article, one can read about:
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• “laughable” FBI and congressional investigations of Moscow’s possible role in the 2016 U.S. presidential election and the totally “Russophile” U.S. Congress;
• the scary possibility of the U.S.-Russia conflict “degenerating into something of an uncontrollable nature, with unforeseen consequences”;
• the role of U.S. media in whipping up fear of Moscow in the United States;
• how the United States is suffering from the “lost empire complex”;
• concerns about the quick erosion of American vaunted democracy.\textsuperscript{318}

Based on their dialogues at Dartmouth, conference participants submit “policy recommendations” to government officials in their respective countries “on how Russia and the United States can cooperate on issues as diverse as arms control, regional conflicts, educational exchange, religious dialogue, and public health”.\textsuperscript{319} Unfortunately, the recommendations are not publicly available to allow external assessment of their merit.

7.6. The Carmel Institute of Russian Culture and History at American University

The Russian Embassy and the Russian Ambassador Sergey Kislyak have been instrumental in promoting the image of Russia as a “cultural superpower” in Washington D.C. It is evident that Kislyak played a critical role in the opening of the \textit{Carmel Institute of Russian Culture and History at American University}. The U.S. media has characterized the former Russian ambassador to the U.S. as a “puzzling figure” in the investigation conducted by special counsel Robert Mueller. Kislyak’s meetings with Trump’s son-in-law, Jared Kushner, and now-attorney general Jeff Sessions, as well as telephone calls with Michael Flynn, have endowed the former Russian Ambassador with “a shadowy Rasputin-like presence in the entire affair.”\textsuperscript{320}

In 2011, following Ambassador Kislyak’s proposal, American philanthropist Susan Carmel Lehrman donated $2 million to American University\textsuperscript{321} to launch the Initiative for Russian Culture. Lehrman remembered that she sympathized with Ambassador Kislyak’s vision of “enhancing greater relations between Russians and Americans, particularly among younger generations”\textsuperscript{322} and that, as a philanthropist, she always had a “personal desire to continue to assist in creating stronger cultural bonds and greater understandings between people of different cultures.”\textsuperscript{323}

In 2012, only six months after launching the Initiative for Russian Culture (IRC), Lehrman received two diplomatic awards – the first from France’s President Nicolas Sarkozy, and the second from the Russian Foreign Ministry.\textsuperscript{324} In 2015, Lehrman received a corporate citizenship award from the Wilson Center’s Kennan Institute (together with Petr Aven, the Kremlin-linked oligarch and co-owner of the Alfa

\textsuperscript{318}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{319}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{322}“The Carmel Institute: A Video Introduction,” American University, https://www.american.edu/cas/carmel/
Group). In 2016, Lehrman was awarded the Russian Order of Friendship, which was personally handed to her by Putin at the Kremlin.³²⁵ She sat next to Prime Minister Dmitri Medvedev at the ceremony.³²⁶

The IRC focused on fostering “lasting connections between Russian and American youth through music and theatre performances, film screenings, conferences, and student exchanges.”³²⁷ Speaking at the Initiative’s inaugural event at the Library of Congress in October 2011, Ambassador Kislyak indicated that his plan was to create “a consortium of American universities interested in the study of Russian culture.”³²⁸

From 2011-2014, more than 14,000 students and guests in the Washington D.C. metro region attended the Initiative’s social events, dinners and networking evenings.³²⁹ In 2015, Lehrman rebranded the Initiative and turned it into the Carmel Institute of Russian Culture and History. In the words of its newly appointed executive director Anton Fedyashin, the Center will now endeavor to “expose American students to Russia as a cultural superpower.”³³⁰

The figure of Anton Fedyashin deserves attention. He was born in the USSR and came to the United States as a child in the mid-1980s together with his father, Andrey Fedyashin, who was a staff reporter at the Soviet news agency TASS first in the U.K. and then in the U.S.A.³³¹ His grandfather, Georgy Fedyashin, was a General at the First Chief Directorate of the KGB.³³²

In 2015, 2016 and 2017 Fedyashin was a visiting lecturer at the MGIMO. His publications and media interviews give an impression he is “a professional Kremlin propagandist, who is well trained in turning the logic on its head and proving to his audience that black is in reality white, and vice versa.”³³³

Anton Fedyashin was linked to the alleged Russian spy Maria Butina, who studied at the American University and who could work with Fedyashin (and the Rossotrudnichestvo office in Washington DC) on selecting potential Russian intelligence recruits from the university’s student body.³³⁴

---

³²⁷ The Carmel Institute for Russian Culture and History, American University, https://www.american.edu/cas/carmel/
³²⁹ Helen Dodson, “Unique Gift from Susan Carmel Lehrman to AU Establishes the Carmel Institute of Russian Culture and History,” American University, College of Arts and Sciences, March, 2015, https://www.american.edu/cas/news/carmel-institute.cfm
³³² Ibid.
³³³ Ibid.
7.7. The American-Russian Cultural Cooperation Foundation and Pro-Kremlin Propaganda

Susan Lehrman also fosters U.S.-Russia dialogue as the main sponsor of the American-Russian Cultural Cooperation Foundation (ARCCF). The Foundation’s social events are often co-sponsored by entities and oligarchs deeply loyal to the Putin regime, including Viktor Veksberg’s Renova, Petr Aven’s and Mikhail Fridman’s Alfa Bank, Len Blavatnik’s Access Industries and the Blavatnik Family Foundation, Vagit Alekperov’s Lukoil Americas Corporation, and Vladimir Yevtushenkov’s Sistema.335

Russian media reported that in 2012, Putin’s campaign managers recruited several dozen prominent celebrities, including the world-famous pianist Denis Matsuev, St. Petersburg Mariinsky conductor Valery Gergiev, jazz musician Igor Butman, and opera star Anna Netrebko, to rally in support of Putin.336 The ARCCF and the Carmel Institute never demonstrated an interest in introducing the work of cultural figures who stand in opposition to the Putin regime.337 Their events in Washington D.C. featured exclusively pro-Putin artists, notably including Matsuev, Gergiev, Butman, and filmmaker Karen Shakhnazarov.338

On November 14, 2017, the Carmel Institute of Russian Culture and History, together with the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, the American-Russian Cultural Cooperation, the Sustained Dialogue Institute, and the Kennan Institute held the “For Unity!” concert, featuring Mariinsky Theatre conductor Valeriy Gergiev and pianist Denis Matsuev – Putin’s cultural “envoys,” who have publicly supported Russia’s illegal annexation of Crimea and who were declared “persona non grata” in Ukraine.

“It was an unusual event ... based on an ambiguous premise. What, exactly, does "unity" mean?” wrote The Washington Post correspondent Anne Midgette.339 Ukrainian and Russian diaspora groups protested against the concert while the Embassy of Ukraine to the United States regretted that American nonprofit organizations provided a “platform for Russian propaganda and manipulation of U.S. public opinion.”340

338 Ibid.
339 Anne Midgette, “The concert was about unity; the message was all Russian,” The Washington Post, November 14, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/music/the-concert-was-about-unity-the-message-was-all-russian/2017/11/14/a14ca8a4-c949-11e7-b244-2d22a912500_story.html
8. Final Remarks

Twenty-seven years after the collapse of the Soviet Union, we are now living in a new and almost “upside down” reality. For decades, the Soviet government spent millions of dollars to jam the signals of foreign radio stations and prevent Soviet citizens from gaining access to alternative foreign media broadcasts.\(^{341}\) Today, Russia invests millions of dollars to have its propaganda delivered to Western audiences under the guise of more “nuanced” interpretations of politics and international events. Despite the ruble in freefall and anti-Kremlin sanctions, Russia is diligently continuing to increase state funding for its propaganda machine by around 30 percent per year.\(^{342}\)

Regrettably, not only Russian but also Western reality is becoming paradoxical. Consider the case of two reputable British publishing houses, Manchester University Press (MUP) and Cambridge University Press (CUP), which found themselves facing severe criticism for very different reasons: the first for publishing the pseudo-academic book *Flight MH17: Ukraine and the new Cold War*,\(^{343}\) and the second for refusing to publish the remarkable study *Putin’s Kleptocracy* by American scholar Karen Dawisha.

The first “analysis” evaluated the tragic shooting down of Malaysian Airlines Flight MH17 through the prism of “America's drive for global domination” and “political corruption of state-directed oligarchic capitalism in Ukraine” coupled with “the self-interest of a neo-liberal driven European Union.”\(^{344}\) In 2018, the Dutch and Australian governments held Russia accountable for its responsibility in the downing of flight MH17, yet this utterly deceptive monograph is still available for online purchase. Neither MUP nor the author rushed to apologize for publishing outright lies or retracted their misleading conclusions presented under the guise of a legitimate academic study. As one critic put it, MUP published a “toxic, made-to-order, propagandist book, using academic freedom as an excuse and shedding all responsibility,” sarcastically pointing out that one could make more profit and cause less damage to one’s name by publishing “peer reviewed horoscopes.”\(^{345}\)

In Karen Dawisha’s case, CUP scandalously delayed and then refused to publish her study on Russian corruption – one of the most exhaustive investigations into the patterns of Putin’s plutocracy and authoritarianism. The publisher said the legal risks were too great, “given the controversial subject matter of the book, and its basic premise that Putin’s power is founded on his links to organized crime.”\(^{346}\) In response, Dawisha stated her regret that CUP declined to proceed with a book “not because of its scholarly quality ... but because the subject matter itself is too hot to handle.”\(^{347}\)

Whereas some universities have begun censoring themselves, others invite pro-Kremlin propagandists to help their scholarly debates become more “nuanced.” In January 2017, the Paris School of International Relations cancelled a presentation by American investigative journalist David Satter, the author of *The Less You Know, the Better You Sleep: Russia’s Road to Terror and Dictatorship Under Yeltsin and

---
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Putin, allegedly in order to protect the university’s exchange programs with three Russian universities.\textsuperscript{348}

Uppsala University, meanwhile, faced criticism for inviting Vanessa Beeley (an RT-linked blogger turned pro-Kremlin propagandist and conspiracy theorist) to provide a guest lecture during its 2018 Summer School program.\textsuperscript{349} To their credit, the university administrators later issued an apology, acknowledging that Beeley’s lecture contained “unscientific views” and that it was “completely unacceptable” to invite her.\textsuperscript{350}

Even think tanks with a clear-eyed view of the Kremlin’s dangerous policies, like the Atlantic Council, for example, can occasionally make a faux pas, as demonstrated by the Atlantic Council’s May 21, 2018 off-the-record dinner with Mikhail Fridman and Petr Aven, devoted to the subject of sanctions.\textsuperscript{351}

To a significant degree, Russia is testing the Western intellectual community and its ability to resist the Kremlin’s many temptations and co-optation strategies. The birth of a new phenomenon of Putin-verstehers – or pro-Kremlin communicators, sympathizers and lobbyists – demonstrates that to a significant degree, the Kremlin has succeeded in recruiting the necessary number of Western experts to advance its foreign policy interests.

However, at this point, defenses of naivety or “keeping dialogue open” are no longer valid excuses for either conscious or unwitting engagement in Russia’s influence campaign against other countries and international organizations. It is high time to acknowledge that participation in Kremlin-linked debate venues such as the Valdai Discussion Club, as well as invitations of Russian “hybrid” analysts to the West, almost exclusively leads to uncritical propagation of Moscow-friendly narratives, spreading more disinformation and polluting the information space with specious narratives.

Some may argue that the best response is to simply ignore pro-Putin propagandists, but we believe that the Russian disinformation machine and its various purveyors and proxies can and must be contained. The strategy of shedding light on what pro-Kremlin experts say, write and advocate is likely to prove much more effective, not least because it ensures that the truth is out there to set the record straight. Closer media scrutiny of the Western think tank community is in itself a huge antidote to the possibility of shadow political lobbying.

We encourage scholars to regularly monitor the activities of pro-Kremlin experts and actively fight back against Putin’s attack on the truth. As Timothy Snyder has argued, “if we allow ourselves to be convinced that nothing is really true, everything is permitted, it doesn’t really matter, if we all become cynical, then our institutions will collapse.”\textsuperscript{352} It is our duty to do our utmost to defend them.

\textsuperscript{349} During her lecture at the Summer School “War and Peace Journalism in an Age of Global Instability”, held at Uppsala University in June 2018, Vanessa Beeley – a freelance blogger with no professional media experience – claimed that the Soviet Union and Russia have always been promoters of world peace, that Human Rights Watch is part of a Jewish conspiracy, that the UN is an anti-Russian organization and that there was a free referendum in Crimea on joining Russia. “Kurs izvesti neishego universiteta okazalisia propagandoy” (in Russian) (The course of a famous university turned out to be propaganda), Postimees, June 28, 2018, https://rus.postimees.ee/4510859/kurs-izvest-neyshego-universiteta-okazalisia-propagandoy
\textsuperscript{350} “Concerning Vanessa Beeley’s lecture at the summer school ‘War and Peace Journalism in an Age of Global Instability’,”, IRES Institute for Russian and Eurasian Studies, June 26, 2018, https://www.ires.uu.se/about-us/news/?HarContentId=720434